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ABSTRAST

This study of teacher transfer was undertaken to examine the

experiences of teachers who transferred from one Eeaching posibion to

another. To structure the study, transfers were considered to have

three components, antecedents to bhe actual transfer, the process and

negotiation of the transfer, and the outcomes'

During February and Marchr 1985r all teachers in [he Fort Garry

Schooloivision$5,ilhohadeffect'edaself-initiaLedtransferatthe

conclusion of Ehe 1984-85 school year were interviewed. I^Iith

permission, all interviews 1¡ere audio-laped to permiu repeated and

in-depth analysis of responses.

The examination of antecedents focused on factors which motivated

the transfer requesL. A variety of reasons and factors \'/ere articulated

with the primary motivations being personal. This finding led to [he

development of a schematic model, nTlzpologies of Transfereesn, based on

the moti,vational patterns \,¡hich prompted transfer requests. As well'

the cotrunents othe transferees suggest bhat transfer is notivated by

global objectives such as personal,/professional goalsr undergirded by a

number of contributing sub-goals.

The interaction of the transferee with the educabional system

revealed thab [he process of negobiation tended to favour the school

division.

l_ 1_
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Success (or lack of success) of a transfer is best ascertained by

examining the outcomes. The original objectives were achieved in

various degrees, by all participants in this study. The participants

did not hesitabe to confirm that transfer was an effecbive procedure for

aLLaining personal and careen goals.

The results of this study illustraLe the nuances of the transfer

experience. The findings suggest and encourage irnprovement in the

transfer process lhrough the incorporation of appropriaLe components

including clear, concise procedures for requesting transfers, effective

lines of conrnunication, and availability of [ransfer opportunities. By

means of more efficient staff deployment and by the assurance of rnore

satisfied and challenged teachers in t'he classroom, closer harmony and

betLer nx¡rale maY well result
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CHÀPTER ONE

IDENIIFYTNG THE STUDY

FOCUS

The intent of this study was to exarnine: (l) self-initiated

teacher transfers to different schools within the Fort Garry School

oivision #5, Winnipeg' Manitoba; (2) the na[ure of the transfer

process and reaction of Ehe Eeachers to iE; and (3) the impact of Ehe

b,ransfer on the individuat with reference to professional developmentt

personal growth, job satisfaction, and the cultivation and develo¡xnent

of ex,oertise.

BACKGROUND

Transfer to a different grade level or a different school has

occurred in the careers of many teachers, on more than one occasion for

many. Historically, when the demand for teachers' services exceeded the

supply of teachers, considerable opportunity to transfer from one

position to another was experienced. However, as the supply of teachers

began to exceed the demand for their services, the opportunity for

transfer, particularly self-initiated transfersr diminished.

IJntil the early 1970's, school systems and the teaching profession

bhroughout Ñorth America experienced phenomenal growth.following the end

of l,Iorld War II. Total public school enrolment in Canada rose f ron

411841322 students in the 196l-62 school year to a peak of 5'655'431

students in 1970-71. In Manitoba the total public school enrolment rose

from 194,354 in L96L-62 to a peak of. 246'946 in L970-7L. (Canadian
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Teachersr Eederation, 1980) ouring this same period, the careers of

teachers were marked by a consicierable amount of mobility within and

between school divisions.

Differentiabion within the education system and the establishnent

of new and expanrìed programs created new specialist positions in fields

such as special education, resource teaching, music, French language and

physical education. Funding from the provincial government was readily

available to meet the needs created by this growth. Expansion, fueled

by increasing enrolments, followed by improved pupil-teacher ratios,

created new posiLions r,vhich were filled by the transfer of teachers

trainecl or enrployed etsewhere or by recent education graduates.

As the 1970rs progressed to the early 1980ts the Eeaching

profession and school systems experienced halting growth. In the

preface to nDeclining Enrolments: Issues and Responsesn, Linda Corman

stated:

In [he early L970ts after two decades of spectacular
growth, school systems throughout North America began
to experience both sharply declining enrolments and
marked erosion of Lhe political favour ühaL had
supported unparalleled expansion in all sectors of
public education. (Corman, 1979)

fn Canada, public school enrolment declined from 5t655,431 in 1970-71 to

5ß52r869 in L97B-79. The public school enrolment in Manitoba declined

from a peak of 246å46 in L970-71 to 215,663 students in LgTB-Tg and to

less than 2001000 in 1985. Expansion of existing programs and the

development of new programs decreased, with some notable exceptions such

as French Turnersion teaching, counselling and guidance. Programs that

were in place continued, with these positions largely filled with

tenured b.eachers at this point. Tmprovement in bhe pupil-beacher ratio

ceaserl. In Manitoba bhe highest pupil-teacher ra[io in 1971 was 22.7 zL¡
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ín L976 it was 20.53:Ir and Ln L977, 20.54:1. In the Fort Garry School

Division, Ehe pupil-teacher ratio in l97l was 20.62I¡ in 1976 was

L6,74:I; and was lB.77zL tn L977. (Husby, P.J., aiffel, J.A. L979249)

During bhe previous growth period, the influx of recent graduates had

reduced the average age of the members of the profession, resulting in a

decrease in Ehe percentage of teachers reaching retirement, at a given

point in time. Funding for education was available, but largely to

maintain existing prografiìs. As Linda Corman staLed:

fn shorL, a great, <ieal has been written on the effects
of declining enrolments--from debates about forecasting
models to discussions of reduction-in-force litigation,
from rosy proposals for lowering pupil teacher ratios
and increasing professional development time to gloomyt
nthrow-thercther-fe11ow-overboardn stances on a reputedly
sinking ship. (Corrnan, 1979:V)

@portunities for transfer decreased and many teachers became

apprehensive about seeking transfers because of the limited likelihood

of getting a Eransfer they desired. In L979, in nCorcrnent on Educationn,

nonald J. Duhamel, et al stated:

...it is becoming increasingly evident that for a number
of reasons, among them declining enrolments in most school
systems, professional staff a[ aI1 levels are tending bo
stay longer in positions of responsibility.
(ouhamel, et a1, L979:6-ll)

By the early 1980's the education system [hroughout North America

was stabilizing. Very limited growth continued to occur in some

geographical areas, rvhile others experienced a continuing but slower

shrinking. Manitobars education system had reached a plateau in terms

of growth. The Fort carry School oivision #5 experienced a slight

growth in enrolment. Little construction of new builciings was occurring

in Fort Garry but renovations of existing schools were evident,

including the placement of walls in open area schools to create closed

'.1
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classrooms. l{ost prografiìs and curricula continued to be maintained,

wibh development and expansion occurring in areas of French fmrnersion

and computer awareness prograrns. The growth of French Inrnersion

prograrns and enrolments necessitated the hiring of specialists which did

not create opportunities for transfer within the division. The computer

awareness program was generally added to the [eaching assignments of the

teachers loca[ed within a given school, which also did not foster

transfer. No change in the pupil-leacher ratio occurred. Levels of

funding for education remained the same, other than some adjustment for

inflation. However, the funding of education did come under scrutiny by

the Education rinance Review, established by the Minister of Education

for t4anitoba. Stabilizatíon transformed education from a high to a low

mobility career. Most opportunities for transfers resulted from

attrition or from individuals leaving bhe profession. Teachers

continued to be apprehensive about reguesting L,ransfers, preferring to

be sabisfied with their current position.

As a result, concerns v'rere expressed at bobh the education systems

Ieve1 and by individual teachers. School boards saw an aging,

potentially static teaching force (eppendix 4). Many teachers were

becoming entrenched in bheir positions, resulting perhaps in a lack of

motivation and challenge, and creating a potential for subsequent

<iecline in job satisfaction and performance.

At the individual level, some teachers were prevented from

achieving career aspirations. As the chance of a transfer diminished,

indifference probably resulted because of a lack of change and

challenge. Opportunities for career advancement and promotion became

increasingly restricted.
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Hov/ever, the 1980's brought some responses that might facilitate

greater mobiliLy. The l4inister of Education of Manitoba undèrtook the

examination of the financing of education, with chief goals of providing

adequate, effective programs available to all students and of permitting

more flexibility in the distribution and utilization of funds.

Conpensatory education programs became one exanTple of new, innovative

progrannning which should contribute some reorientaLion in the sysbetr and

create transfer opportunities. Recently the Minister of Education

granted portability of tenure Eo all teachers, a step which will promote

greater mobility.

School boards now are developing mobility policies and are opting

for schemes thab encouraqe transfer. Educational leavesr sabbatical

leaves, deferred salary leave plans, job sharing and job exchange are

programs that facilitate mobility and may stimulate interest in

transfers. Greater use of term contracts have allowed school boards

flexibility in transfer and placement of staff. School boards have

expressed disapproval of the portability of tenure even though it does

encourage mobility.

The Manitoba Teachers' Society has lobbied strongly for several

years for an overhaul of the financing of education in Manitoba.

Inherent in iLsr argument are the development and expansion of programs

dictated by the needs of students and of society in general. This

growbh would foster nes/ opportunities for teachers and promote transfer.

The Society has achieved its goal of establishing portability of tenure,

and continues to advocate programs which enhance teacher mobility and

transfer.
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Teachers as individuals are becoming more involved through their

Iocal associa[ions in seeking programs that encourage transfer. Various

leave plans, job sharing and early retirement programs are examples of

schemes bhab teachers have fought to have built into their melnf,randum of

agreements.

IJp to this point most research related to transfer has focused on

the education systen. Albhough many assulllptions are made, relatively

little is known about the personal and professional impact of Eransfers

on individuals. This Ehesis addresses Ehe subject of transfer from the

perspective of teächers who have experienced transfers.

ORTMffATION

This study examines self-initiated transfers involving a move from

one school to another, the factors that influenced decisions to

transfer, the process of negotiating the bransfer and the inpact of

transfers on professional cievelopment, personal growth, job satisfaction

and cultivation of expertise. Table I shows the types of transfers that

may occur within a school division. The transfers exanined occurred in

the Fort Garry School Division #5, at the end of June 1984 with the nev¡

assignment beginning at the consnencement of the 1984-85 school year.

The Manitoba public Schools Act refers to transfer but contains no

specific mention of self-initiated transfer. The Act states hhe

prerogabive of school boards in the assignmenL of teachers. Section 4

of Form 2 of Schedule D as found in Part VII, Chapter P-250, Section

92(Ð (revised October f9B3) of bhe Public Schools Act of Manitoba

states:
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The teacher agrees with the school board to teach
diligently and faithfully and to conduct the work
assigned by and under the authority of the said school
board...and to perform such duties and to teach such
subjects as may from time to time be assigned in
accordance with Ehe statutes and regulations of the
Department of Educabion of the said Province.

Transfer is specifically mentioned in Secbion 101(5) of Part \lIII

Collective Bargaining, Rights of Teachers and School Boards (revised

Nov. 1980) where it stales; "Except as expressly provided in this part,

nothing in this part affects Ehe right of a school board...to transfer a

teacher at the discretion of the school board.n

Table I

Transfer Options

Grade Level

Within Between

wlcnrn
Not to be
Considered

Not to be
Considered

ISchoo
To be
Considered

To be
ConsideredBetween

Transfer vras regarded as a process with three sLages: (f)

antecedents; (2) the process; and (3) outcomes. Primary erphasis in

this study will be place<i on the reasons prcrnpting lhe request for a

transfer and the outcomes for the transfereesr both personal and

professional.
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METHODOLOGY

In support of the objectives of this researchr relevant literature

was reviewed, and interviews were undertaken. Within the Fort Garry

School Division $5 aI1 inter-level and inter-school transferees who

changed assignments at the conclusion of June 1984 were asked to

participate.

Data were collected by means of semi-structured interviews of

approximately 45 minutes in length. lesting and refinement of the

interview sche<iu1e was made prior to use. A copy of the schedule

appears in Appendix 3.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The data gathered from the field study were anaLyzed with respect

to general questions presented previously. Each transfer was examined

individually, and then was corrrpared with the other transfers in order to

determine the existence of patterns. Malysis was then focused on the

various differences and similarities.

The rnotivation for each transfer request was investigated bo

ascertain conunonalities and differences in the reasons for transfer

requests. The research intended to esbablish that transfer faciliLates

professional developmentr personal growth, and job satisfaction. The

data within the three categories was examined for patterns and

commonalities compatable with homogeneous groups. The nature and extent

of the changes was examined to deternine patterns. An abtempt was also

made to determine <ieliberate and coincidental changes that occurred with

the transfer, and to further isolate paLterns.
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STGNIFTCANCE OF THE STUDY

The theoretical significance of the study lies in the exploration

of the motivations r,vhich prompt teachers to apply for transfers and the

nature and extent of the relationship between the transfer and each of

four areas: professional development, personal growth, job satisfaction

and cultivation of expertise. Practically, this study has relevance for

bhe direction of development and administration of transfer policies and

procedures. Administration may view joint teacher-a&ninistration

planning for transfers as professional development, no[ only for

teacher(s) involved directly but for the entire school division.

Teachers may utilize transfers deliberately to reach to career

objectives. Transfers can be used to align expertise nore efficiently

with task, resulting in the mutual benefit for teachers and

administra[ion. Increased job sabisfaction should result in a greater

input by bhe beacher and a potentially greater output of energy and

effort directed b.o his/her [eaching assignment

LIMITATÏONS

A number of limitations have influenced this projecL. The group

from which the data were gathered was limited to bhe number of

inter-school transferees, at Ehe end of June 1984, as recorded by the

Fort Garry School oivision #5. Permission for access to b.ransfer

records and infonnation was obtained from the Assistant Superintendent.

The willingness and co-operation of the teachers experiencing transfers

contributerl to the success of bhe project. All teachers contacted
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agreed to participate in the project. No transfers of administrators

were included.

Interviews were conducted within the constraints of time and of the

guestions on the interview schedule. The research depended on the

respondentrs views at a particular point in time and on the accuracy of

memory recall.

The findings of this research are meant to illustrate fac[s about

the Eransfer process and about various impacts on individuals who have

been involved with the process. Extrapola[ion of the findings of this

research must be made in light of lhe limitaLions expressed.

All research inherently has some limita[ions. With respect to

methodolog¡¡ the use of an interview schedule is restrictive, although

much less so than a questionnaire. An interview scheciule allows for

open-ended questions which must be worded to a1low unrestricted

responses. Questions rnay have a built-in bias which may influence the

respondentrs answer. In an inLerview situation the respondent may bring

to bear a bias towards the content or towards the interviewer. The

researcher likewise attempted to identify his own biases and to

recognize his preconceptions.

Methods of maintaining objectiviby have bo be built into bhe

research. An atmosphere of trust and respectful openness was vital to

the success of this research and to the validity of its results. An

independence betçveen the observer and the observed was maintained.

vlhere limitations of Ehe study could be counteracted, this was explainerl

in the research.

Replication of this study would be possible with respect to some

elements, but many of the situations and experiences were unique points
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in time. Conclusions and reconrnendations may be drawn from this

research but all must be considered within the context and limitations

of t'he study.

ORGANIZATION OF lHE STUDY

This study is presented in six chapters. The first chapter

indentifies the objecLives of the study and the significance of the

problem. The second presents perspectives from related literat,ure.

Chapter bhree is an explanabion of the research design and methodology.

The fourth chapter contains Lhe data gathered from the inLerviews wiLh

the thirteen transferees. Chapter five provides an analysis of the dala

and relates the findings to evidence in research literaLure. In

addition a schematíc model of the "f\æologies of Transferees" is

developed and explained. Chapter six putÈ forward conclusions and

reconnnendations.
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CHAPTER TT/ÍO

PERSPECTIVES FROM T-I]E LTTERATI]RE

The purpose of [his section is to review the literature concerning

teacher transfer. Preliminary investigation indicat,es a dearth of

research in Ehe areai bhe topic Eends to be treated in an ad hoc fashion

within articles addressing such matters as teacher mobility,

relocations, teacher supply and demand, seniority, teacher burnout and

declining enrolment. The existing literature does indicate that

teachers must cultivate a greater variety of expertise, must become more

flexible in acguistion of [eaching assignments, and must be mobile.

fHE DEMAND FOR TEACHERS

William H. Baugh and Joe A. Sbone (f980) examine trends in the

education and labour market in Ehe United States. Throughout the 1960's

there v/as a significant excess demand for the services of teachers.

nuring the 1970's an over-supply of teachers was experienced while in

the early l980rs the labour market for teachers came close to

eguilibrium, with disparities continuing to occur in some locales.

Their view on the ciemanci for teachers is:

National projections show a decline in total demand for
teachers of about nine percent from 1979 to the late
1980rs, followed by a slow rise to a year 2000 increase of
about three percent over 1979.
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TRANSFERS AND TT]E CAREER

Throughout his,/her career, an individual is often faced with many

decisions. One such kind of decision, and one that, is and tradiEionally

has been very evident in the Eeaching profession, is that of transfer.

As the demand for teachers decreases, the importance of considering a

transfer may become increasingly critical for teachers. Transfer can

take many forms: from school to school, from level to level, a move out

of the profession, a move into the profession, a move from one division

districb to another, Perhaps it is the nature and structure of the

educational conununity that has facilitited the frequency and relative

ease of transfer within the profession.

Psychologist,s who analyze careers use a number of approaches

including:

(a) nthe differential psychology of occupations as it
contributes to a psychology of careersr (b) Ehe nature and
causes of vocational maturity and is role in choice and
adjustment, (c) paEterns in career developmentr (d) life
stages and process in vocational developmentr and (e) the
individual as the slmthesizer of personal data, the
interpreter of experience, and the maker of decision.n
(super , l972zL4)

Developmental psychologists such as Charlotte Buehler contend that

personal career decisions evolve fron the stage in life in which persons

find bhemselves. There are nany variables all Ehrough life which

ndetermine movement from position to position as the
career unfolds, and (tfrat) these determinant(s) interact(s)
as attainment of one position at one point in Ehe career
influences movement toward and attainment of the next
position.n (super, L972:18).

Career ciecisions and career patterns, conform, to various extents,

to certain stages in life. As an individual moves [hrough life making

various decisions, there is an attempt to achieve self-actualization;
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the achievement of his/her perceived potential. With respect to career

riecisions, such as one to seek a transfer; they are based largely on a

personrs vocab,ional maturLLy, and their perception of [hemselves being

bhe primary determinant, but also subject to various external

determinants.

MOI'TVATTON TO TRANSFER

As the opportunity t,o transfer is inherent in the teaching

profession, what prompts teachers to actually seek a transfer? A number

of reports and surveys have given rise to Èhe identification of reasons

or factors cited by teachers for transferring. It must be rememembered

that all situations have their own unique circumstances, but a

generalized list of reasons for transfer requesLs can be devised.

One of several reasons is to ameliorate oners position through

improved salary and allowances, a greater chance for prornotion, better

travel stipends, earlier long service leave, improved school facililies,

a more amicable school climate, improved professional faciLities

including access to bhem, improved s[aff relationships and better use of

previous training experience (neschamp, L979). Another study which

analyzed requests for teacher transfers in a large urban school district

in the United States included the reasons: (f) reduced distance from

home, (2) location in a more pleasant neighbourhood, (3) opportunity bo

beach in a position where cultural riifferences were less distinct, (4)

job dissatisfaction caused by negative student attitude toward learning,

(5) vandali^sm and violence, (6) high absenteeism, (7) difficulty in

getting consistent parent support, and (B) poor adninistrative support.

(tsruno, 19Bf).
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Randall Eberts in his research found that transfer was not

generally relabed to such factors as economic conditions or

pupil-teacher ratio, but was more often relaLed to personaL concerns.

He also discovered thab teachers with greaber seniority were less likely
to transfer because (l) they were protected from involuntary transfer as

a result of their seniority and Q) they had found the posi[ion they

preferred and stayed there.

There appeared to be little difference in motivation to transfer

between males and females. nMale and fennle teachers displayed only

slight differences in transfer rates.n (Eberts, 1982:13). As well age

did not appear to be a factor in motivating transfers although Eberts

(1982:13) conunents: 'It appears that males aged less than twenty-eight

are more 1ike1y to transfer than females, buL males within the middle

age group are less Iikely to transfer than females in thab group. n

In examining the nature of [he districts in which transfers occur,

enrolment varia[ions did appear to be a motivating factor.

nDistricts with increasing enrolments have a higher than
expected transfer rate, whereas districts with slightly
declining enrolments have a lo¡¡¡er than expected transfer
rate.n (Eberts, 1982:14) .

rTeachers appear less likely to transfer in districLs wi[h
slightly declining enrolments bhan teachers with Ehe same
experience in districts with increasing or rapidly
declining enrolment,s. The patterns of lransfers probably
reflect bhe motives for turnover. In increasing enrolment
districts, teachers transfer in search of more desirable
positions; in rapidly rieclining districts, teachers
scrarnble for the remaining positions as the overall clenand
for teachers fa11s.' (¡berts, L9B2z20).
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Theoretically, one explanation of the moLivation which may prompt a

decision to transfer is suggested by the nexpectancy-value theoryn

discussed by Herbert L. Petri, which in turn can be traced bacl< to

bheories of Leivin (1938) and Tolnan (f932). The basic concepts of this

[heory are twofold:

l. Motivation resulLs from the combination of Ehe
individual needs and the value of goals available in the
environment.

2. The probability of behavior depends not only on the value
of the goal for the individual but also on the persons
exg:ectancy of obtaining the goal (petri 198I, pg. 245).

Motivation is very much a reflection of the individual and his/her

goals for the achievement of self-actualization, not only with respect

to career but in all aspects of life.

JOB SATÏSFACTION

Herzberg and Associates (1959) conducted a study to determine

factors contributing to job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction among

industrial workers, Íhe research produced the TWo-Factor Theory which

stated that job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction are not the obverse

of each otherr but thab satisfaction factors and dissatisfaction factors

are mutually exclusive. Further, Herzberg and Associates (1959)

hlnpothesized thab while some factors were satisfiers when present, they

are not dissabisfiers when absent; while other factors are dissatisfiers

bub do not necessarily contribute to satisfaction when eliminated.

The research also esbablished thab factors contributing to

satisfaction tend to be directly related to the work ibself. Factors

contributing to job dissatisfaction are likely to be directly related to

the conditions. The two subcategories of factors are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2

Factors Affecting Job Satisfaction And Dissabisfaction

Satisfiers
(associated with work

itself )

Dissatisfiers
(associated with the environment of

work )

Achievement
Recognition
Work itself
Responsibility
Advancement

Salary
Possibility of Growth
Interpersonal relations ( subordinates )

Status
Interpersonal relations (superiors)
Interpersonal relations (peers)
Supervision (technical)
Company Policy and Administration
Working Conditions
Personal life
Job securiLy
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Herzberg and Associates' (1959) empirical based findings appear

consistent with Maslow's motivational theory of a hierarchy of needs.

Transfer provides a vehicle for teachers to satisfy needs thaL may exist

aE various levels in Maslowrs hierarchy, as Ehey attempt to realize

their personal and professional potential. The greater bhe extent to

which these needs are met, the greater Ehe likelihood of job

satisfaction. The needs hierarchy, from most to least prepotentr is

shown in Tab1e 3.

As each level of need is satisfied, the next succeeding level of

need becomes the focus of Ehe individual's attention. As a level is

attained where the needs of the individual are not being satisfied,

behavior will be motivated towards the goal of satisfying these needs at

that leve1. Maslow contended that all individuals seek

self-actualization, but it can only be attained through successive

fulfillment of all needs in the preceeding levels of the hierarchy.
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Table 3

tlaslowrs Hierarchy of Needs

need for self actualization (1east basic)

esteefn needs

social needs

securiLy needs

physiological needs (most basic)

Thomas Sergiovanni (196I) undertook his study, nFactors Which

Affect Satisfaction and oissatisfaction of Teachersn r tc determine if

factors reported by teachers would distribute themselves into two

mutually exclusive cabegories of satisfaction and dissatisfaction. In

addition, if the satisfaction-dissatisfaction phenomenon existed for

teachers, would factors prompting satisfaction relaLe directly to the

job and would factors contributing to dissatisfaction be concerned with

working conditions and the work environment? Sergiovanni's study of

seventy-one teachers provided support for the hlpothesis that satisfiers

and dissatisfiers tend to be mutually exclusive. Teachers seemed to

derive the most satisfaction from job-centred activity which facilitated

achievement, recognition and responsibility. Task-oriented fachors

permitted a teacher ho seek self-actualization in his work.

Dissatisfaction resulted from facLors directly related bo the

environment and circumstances within which bhe teacher works such as

interpersonal relations, school and division policy and uncomfortable

working conditions. The satisfaction factors are closely tinked to bhe

individual's performance as a Leacher. These factors constitute rewards

rshich are contingenL upon the performance of the job. An important
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finding of Sergiovannirs study is thab the present emphasis on

teacher-centred'oehavior contributes to effective a&ninistrative

behavior but it Eends to focus on the removal of dissatisfaction

factors. This rioes not facilitate directly teacher job satisfaction.

Transfer is a viable means by which teachers can seek to increase

their level of job satisfaction.

PRCCESS OF TRANSFER

Oavid Greenberg and John l4cCall (f973) explored theories of labour

mobility with applications to the teacher market. fheir research

determined that the educational personnel systems most closely followed

the "gui1d modeln of institutional theory of internal labour markets.

The teneLs of the guild model include (l) horizontal stratification,
(2) control of entry through training certification and other specific

requirements, (3) limited promotion, and (4) prilnarily lateral

advancement. Factors which affect mobilily, including transferst

consist of (l) pecuniary returns, (2) geographic locaLion, (3) physical

facilities and (4) characteristics of students (eg. socio-economic

background, atLitudes, cognitive ability, racial composibion) .

Education personnel systems also display some elenents of Ehe

nmanorial modeln of institutional theory of internal labour markets,

particularly with respect to the entrance of teachers at the bottom of a

ladder and movement upward, based on experience and improved academic

qualificabions.

Greenberg and McCa11 (f973) determined that within an e<lucational

jurisriiction, most transfers are based on non-pecuniary differences such

as the movdment to a more attractive school and/or posibion. l4ost
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transfers are volunLary, with some involuntary moves to fill newly

created ¡rcsibions (ie. new schools) or to alleviabe Eeaching performance

problems on the parL of the transferee.

SENÏORITY AND TRANSFERS

In the teaching profession, seniority has had a large role in

transfers. Tn many insbances, senior teachers wishing lo transfer had a

first opportunity t,o apply for a given posi[ion. Teachers with least

seniority were most, susceptible to rejection of a transfer request. As

an objective criLeria, the application of seniority purports t,o have

advantages including bhe equitable treatment of all teachers with

respect to transfer decisions and the effect of minimizing uncertainity

and establishing order. However, Susan M.. Johnson (1982t259-64)

suggested a number of ncostsn Ehat are inherent in the utilization of

seniority to determine staff placement: (I) retention of some

inconrpetent staff, (2) loss of young energetic staff, (3) discount of

the merit of particular teachers, (4) creation of Ehe ndominon effect of

transfers r,vhich may disrupt instruction, (5) reduction of allegiance to

school and principal, and (6) jeopardizat,ion of racial and ethnic

diversi[y gained during affirmative action movements.

'When seniority is used to determine transfers, [hree reasons ç,/ere

used to support the action, according bo Johnson's (1982) research.

(f) Competence (expertise) increases with experience. (Z) Seniority is

a justifiable rewarrl, demonstra[ing loyalty. (3) Seniority is an

objective standard bhat promoLes equiLable treatment and fairness.

'flowever, what remains is [he q:estion of the effectiveness of

'seniority' in making transfer decisions.
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TEACHER ASSOC]ATTONS: ASSISTTNG THE TRANSFEREE

Vlhile the literat,ure appears to support the view thab bhe decision

to seek a transfer is a personal one, teacher associations have become

more cognizant of transfer procedures and the implications for Eheir

members. As opportunities for transfer decline and nurnbers of

involuntary transfers rise, associations need to keep abreast, of local

conditions, guard against regressive attitudes, increase the

effectiveness of association comrnunications and update goals for

improving the quality of schools and of leaching (Graybeal, L97924-6).

A number of extrnnded object.ives for teacher associations, which

would help facilitate transfers and create transfer opportunities,

include the encouragement, and lobbying for (f) development of

alternative instruction, (2) reduction in class size, (3) reduction of

individual teacher workload, (4) promotion of access to short and

long-term leaves, (5) promotion of early retirement plans,

(6) establishment of pre-school programs, (7) development of specialized

instruction for handicapped students, (8) promotion of the need for

counsellors, librarians, health education personnel, and

(9) expansion of vocational and life-skiIl programs.

(Greybeal, L97927-L2)

Teacher associations must show initiative and leadership in working

in and wibh their respective jurisdicbions, to establish a renewed

dlmamic climate allowing for and encouraging transfers.
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TRANSFER AS A SÎRESSFUL SITUATION

I^lhile researchers such as Deschamp (L979) and Bruno (I9Bl) suggest

thaL the main objective of a transfer is to ameliorate oners career,

such a change is not without the potential for personal stress.

Transfer, even when self-initiated, is an occasion of disruption. re

may be accompanied by joy, excitement, fervor, confidence, or by fear,

anxiety, apprehension, doubt or perhaps a blending of both. Any change

in a personrs life creates potential for stress. Stress is a nebulous

factor in all lives but the way that an individual perceives and

responds to stress is unigue bo bhat person.

A Teaching Events Stress Inventory designed by n. Koff and D.

Cielton of Roosevelt University, included thirty-six stress sit,uations.

As a result of [heir research and the adrninistraLion of the survey to

t,eachers, the number one ranked most stressful situation was an

involuntary transfer. This ranked ahead of whaL might ì:e considered

more obvious stressful situations, such as nmanaging disruptive

chilrirenr threat of personal injury, and notification of unsatisfactory

performance.n Notification of voluntary transfer was included in the

inventory. It was ranked thirty-sixth.

In consideration of Lhis reality, the npersonal siden of an

involuntary transfer must receive consideration, and should be supported

by a üeam-orienbed people-positive approach (Wel1er, l9B4 267-69) . A

cavarier approach to facilitating any transfer, on the part of bhe

administration is not appropriate.

The role of the principal is critical in the effective sensitive

handling of transfers and must include: (l) awareness of transfer

policy, (2) ready access to informabion about transfers, (3) favourable
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acknov/ledgement of transfer requests, (4) effective orientation of

incoming transferees, and (5) sound conununications amongst all staff,

especially bhose experiencing transfers.

OITTCO}TES OF TRA}ISFERS

Self-initiabed transfers are generally undertaken by t,eachers to

move to a more desirable position. The motivating factors tend to

become bhe objectives or outcomes bhat a teacher hopes to achieve.

Transfers that are not self-initiated are motivated by factors external

to the teacher and may or may not result in a rnove to a more desirable

position"

As a result, of his study to determine what factors contribute Eo

job satisfaction, Sergiovanni (196f) found that factors which contribute

to achievement and increased responsibility rated high in fostering

satisfying outcones tc a t,ransfer. Most factors that encouraged

increased satisfaction related to the actual perforrnance of the teacher

in his,/her posilion, and were factors over which the teacher had a

substantial anount of control (ie. preparation of unique lessons).

One measure of the outcome of the transfer is the level of job

satisfaction following a transfer. An exploratory field study conducted

by Donald B. Reed and Mary A. Paznokas (1982:1-12) examined [he

relationship between teacher transfer and job satisfaction. They

assessed leve1s of job satisfaction following an in-district transfer,

invest.igated factors which affected changes in levels of job

satisfaction for transferees and fornulated outlines of a grounded

theory concerning bhe relationship of the factors bhat affect job
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satisfaction and the levels of job satisfaction, follouring

intra-district transfers.

Using personal interviews the researchers correlated two principal

factors t.hat determined job satisfaction: (l) teacher response to

transfer, and (2) prior experience in the subject area to be taught.

The study also determined [hat total job satisfaction will rise, over a

period of tjme, after a transfer, with familiarity (gaining knowledge of

students, faculty, and administration procedures, etc. ) being bhe most

significant factors affecting thaL rise.

Although Ehere was no direct link between transfers and job

satisfaction, [his study supported other related research in concluding

that a transfer will result in a change in job satisfaction.

Conversely, the research supported the posilion [hat the ability of

personnel directors Eo effect transfers and the willingness and,/or

moLivation of employees to transfer depended substantially on Ehe level

of job satisfaction. If [eachers perceived a new position as acceptable

or as an inprovement, job satisfaction rose.

One difficulty encountered relative to bhe outcomes of transfers,

especially in declining enrolment scenerios, was the transfer of

teachers into positions for which they had little braining, experience,

interest, or expertise appropriate to thab posi[ion. Ednond and Stephens

wrote that in many transfers, the level of expertise of the transferee

for Ehe new job may often be inappropriate to the placenent. They

examined the relabionship between the reassignment of secondary teachers

to elenentary classrooms and the related retraining (or lack of) thab

they received, with respect bo the teaching of reading. In most cases

examined, no retraining was provided. However, the concerns of these
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transferred teachers had rittle to do with their ability to teach

reading ab the elenìentary level or with Eheir specific job assignment.

Their main concern was the psychological, personal, and financial inrpact

of the transfer relaLive to Ehemselves (Ednond and Stephens, 1983).

Anderson and Watsonrs (1982) research revealed that teachers and

administrators must have input inLo the creation of sound, meaningful,

sensitive transfer policies and procedures so that efficient prograns to

assist with transfer can be effectively developed and/or inrproved, with

the result that more satisfying transfer outcomes will evolve.

The successful outcome of a transfer will depend largely on Ehe

teacher's own attitudes. Throughout North America, teachers are being

transferred voluntarily and involuntarily. For some transferees there

may be a sense of victimization. Suggestions to maximize one's

satisfaction in a position [o which one has transferred include: (1)

re-evaluate attitudesr (2) gain a measure of control of your caree.r, (3)

admit that [eachers need teachers, (4) make friends of the staff, (5)

enjoy children at whatever age they are, (6) accept bhat change, while

tumultuous at first oflen results in positive gains, and (7) renember

you are an experienced nrookien (Scherer, I983:28-31).

SUMI,IARY

fn reviewing t,he literature with respect bo teacher transfer, it
becane.apparent that very little research had been done. Much

investigation has been done r,vith respect to factors such as declining

enrolmentr which often effect transfers. Considerable research has been

done in the area of job satisfaction buL this has rarely been considered

in light of transfer. Mobility studies have only superficially examíned
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transfer. There is a proliferation of research on motivation and its

role in decision making.

The existing research shows that transfers are very much a part of

bhe [eaching profession. History verifies Ehis and evidence today

extra.polates this trend.

Transfer involves some challenging and far-reaching ratnifications

for individuals. Many factors affect, and effect, transfer decisions.

It is extremely importanb that these factors are understood and are

utilized to facilitate efficient transfers. Tt is very easy to see a

transfer as simply Ehe relocation of a person from one position to

another.

Effective teaching is the result of an effective staff. Research

shows tha[ Ehe higher the level of job satisfaction, the grea[er the

degree of effectiveness of Eeachers. Transfer should encourage and

enhance job satisfaction.

The existing research has done little to explore Ehe perceptions of

transfer by teachers. Tt is important thaE this reality be

investigaterì. It is essential that all members of the educational

milieu become cognizant of the impact, the ro1e, the usefulness, and the

relevance of teacher transfer. This in turn will heighten Ehe

effectiveness of the transferee in a onewn posiLion and will enhance the

effectiveness of the profession in fulfilling its demanding role in

society.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEÀRCH DESIGN

fhe purpose of [his study was to examine and report on

self-initiated, inter-school teacher transfers in bhe Fort Garry School

Division, as they occurred on June 30, 1994. Transfers of

administrators were not considered.

All transfers were consirlered to have Ehree basic components,

antece<lents, processesr and outcomes. Antecedents are those elements

which initiate and nurture consicieration of a transfer and precipitate

the ultimate decision bo seek a transfer. Psychologists such as Donald

Super (1972) and Charlotte Buehler contend that individuals make

decisions concerning bheir careers wiEh the ultimate goal of

self-realization. seeking a transfer maybe one of those decisions.

Motivation to undertake such a decision is ciependent on several factors,
many of which are highlighted in the research of Eberts (1982), Bruno

(1981), Oeschamp (L979) , and Herzberg and Associates (1959). r¡iith

reference to personal experience and Ehe literature a number of

antecedent elements v/ere identified.

Processes are those elements which identify procedures and

interactions appertenant to a transfer reguest and investigation, as

well as the logistics involved. undertaking a transfer involves

inberaction with the bureaucracy of an educational jurisdiction. The

successful rnegotiation' of a transfer is partially dependent on the

appropriate interaction with procedures and personal.

outcomes are t.hose elements which reflect the results of the

transfer, indicating the level of success in meeting the objectives
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which pronrpted the transfer request initially. As the sbudy by Reed and

Poznokas (f983) revealed, if a beacher perceived a new position as

acceptable or as an improvement, job satisfaction rose. The converse

was also true. Eùnond and Stephens (I983) highlighted psychological,

personal, and financial factors as important in the assessment of

outcomes by transferees. Also consiriered was the impact of the transfer

on the bransferee, professionally and personally.

A number of elements, which appear in Table 4, were identified to
provide a broad based definition for each conrponent.

Table 4

Elements of Each Component of a Transfer

A}TIECEDEIIT ELEME\TTS
I

PROCESS ELEMENIS I OMCOI4E ELEI'ÍE}flIS

..:

:.

ttr

:,

.iì

..:

'li

motivatÍon
thought
input from others
job factors
personal factors
professional factors
job satisfaction

procedures involvedl professional develo¡xnent
personnel involved I personal growth
emotions/feelings I job satisfaction
improvement of bhe I development of expertise

process I success of the transfer
I

I

I

RESEARCH QUESTTONS

The following research questions were developed to direct the

investigation.

How many self-initiated (voluntary) transfers occurred at bhe

end of L9B4?

I
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2 How many of each tlzpe of transfer has occurred? (¡'or

purposes of [his study tlpe refers to any change in school

and/or grade level). The types are:

a) different school, same grade level

b) different school, different grade level

Whab circumstances preceeded the decision to initiate a

transfer? This would include such events as:

i) conflicts (personnel)

ii ) conf licts (procedures.)

iii) position to become redundant,

iv) changes in responsibilities

v) changes in personal life

vi) decline of job satisfaction

3

+ What

This

i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

vi)

vii )

factors contributed to the voluntary transfer decision?

would include such factors as:

achievement of a career goal

peer pressure

pr omot i on/advancement

opportunity to change work environment

development of expertise

inprovernent of qualif ications

location of school
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5. What are the outcomes of transfers?

a) To what extent has the transfer provided a professional

development opportunily?

b) How has this transfer experience provided for and

cont,ributed t,o personal growth?

c) How has this transfer experience provided for and

contributed to a change in the level of job satisfaction

and what factors contributed bo bhat change?

d) How has bhis transfer-experience provided for an

opportunity for the cultivation and expansion of

expertise?

Does the type of transfer create irçortant differences in the

outcomes of the transfer?

Do various antecedents create important differences in the

outcomes?

8. Do answers to bhe foregoing questions have implica[ions for

the Fort Garry Schoo1 Oivision #5?

What is the practical significance of results of this study

for teachers and the transfer process?

During the beginning stages of t,his project, telephone contact was

made with the Assistant Superintendent to inform her of bhe intent of

the project. Subsequent meetings with the Assistant Superintendent to

present further details of the study and to request her co-operation and

support were undertaken. She expressed encouragement towards

6

7

9
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achievement of bhe goal of the study and an interest in reading the

final report. All informabion sought for Che study was rnade available.

The names of the eighteen inter-school transferees were obtained

from the Assistant Superintendent. Ini[ia1ly, all teachers were

contacted by telephone during February or March, 1985. This contact was

followed up with a letter inviting their involvement in the study. Each

transferee wi1ling1y agreed to parLicipate. A mutually convenient time

was arranged to aIIo,r a thirty to forty-five minute interview. The site

of the interview was arranged at the discretion of the interviewee.

The inlent was to interview all transferees, and on the basis of

bhe interview determine if their particular transfer had been

self-initiabed (voluntary) or non self-initiated (involuntary). OnIy

self-initia[ed transfers were to be considered. As a result of the

interviews it was determined that thirteen transfers could be considered

self-initiated. The type of each of the thirteen transfers is

identified in Table 5.

Data were obtainerl by utilizing a semi-structured and focused

interview. The interview schedule is found in Appendix 3. Selection of

this instrunænt was necessitabed by the potenLially wide range of

responses. As we1l, the inLerviewer could raise previously sp,ecified

guestions wiLh the freedom to pursue lines of inquiry evolving during

the course of the interview. This flexible investigative fornnt

permitEed clarificabion of meanings and interpretations with sensitivity

to all responsesr yet provided structure appropriate bo the objectives

of the interview. The personal contact of inberviewer and transferee

facilitated first-hand impressions. Support of the factual information

obtained was reinforced by the transferees emotional and physical
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presence, body languager candor, and intonation. Practically, the

format allowed the accumulat,ion of a large amount of data in a short

period of time.

Table 5

Nunber of Different T\pes of Transfers

TO

FROI{ J.H. S.H.

Kindergarten/Primary

Intermediat,e

Intermediate,/Junior High

Junior High

Senior High

The tone of the interview was vital and was encouraged by the

personableness of the interview format which also nurEured a sense of

trust and frankness. One-to-one dialogue reduced reluctance to respond

to questions and reE)onses. Through minor variances in intensiby and

length, the nuances of particular interviews vtere captured. It was also

determined that interviewees should recognize the irnportance of the

project and of their role in contributing to the completed study. An

irnpression of the interview experience and an unsolicibed in[erest, in

hhe coiçleted study rras sought f rom each respondent.

Although the number of transferees was small, all of those elegible

participated in the interview process. The interviews were held in a

K/P I

I

Hf/J

5
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comfortable familiar setting at a time convenient to the interviewee.

Initially, procedures were outlined and an examination of [he interview

schedule occurred. Each teacher was permitted the option of omitting,

substituting or adding questions during the interview. Written consent

for auciio Eaping of [he interview was received prior to Ehe interview.

The interviews all occurred in March, 1985. The Eime of year was

appropriate for two reasons. Most teachers felt that it was not a

particularly busy month in the school year. As well teachers had been

in their new posiLion for six months or more and were comfortable in

assessing the outcomes of the transfer.

Retrieving data through interviews has some disadvantages.

fntrusion by the researcher inrpinges on the thinking and the responding

during the interview. The occasion, being a point in time, is subject

to moods and external influences. Some interviewees may have given

various amounts of prior thought bo Eheir transfer experience in

attenrpting to ant.icipabe potential interview questions. The success of

verbal probing and cross-examination Eo reiterate responses varied with

interviews. Once the data had been solicited the content and the

impressions were still subject to the perception of the interviewer.

The design of [he study atternpted to facilitate achievernent of the

objectives of [he research. It was able to acconrnodate bhe varied and

unique character and individual differences of each transfer experience,

which was essen[ial bo the success of [he stu{2.
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CHAPTER FOUR

WHAT lHE TEACHERS SAID

îhe da[a obtained rluring bhe interviews with bhe transferees are

presented in two distinct but complementary formats in [his chapter.

One format allowed for generalizations consistenL with the responses of

the interviewees. These data were not related directly Eo any specific

transferee, but indicated a measure of conrnonality of responses among

the respondents. The information is presented eiLher in paragraph form

or in list form. The second format, permitted attribution of specific

data Eo specific individuals, thus facilitating a concise perspective on

a given individualrs transfer experience" These data are presented in

babular form. The intenLion is to present both a collective view of [he

transfer encounter as well as portraying the differences and

similariLies encountered by individuals during their experience with

transfer.

The conceptual model used for this thesis included Ehe antecedents,

the processes and the outcomes of teacher transfers. Within each of

these elements a number of factors v/ere considered in relation to their

role in the transfer experience. This chapter explores these factors to

determine the relevance of each in the respective transfers. The data

will be presented as oublinetl in Tab1e 6.
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Table b

Elements of Teacher Transfer

MC)|IIVATION FOR SEEKING A ÎRAI\ISFE'R

Reasons Arising from the Job Itself.
Reasons Arising from the Individual.
Professional Reasons
Job Sat isf act ionloissat isf action.

NEGOTIAT]NG THE TRANSFER

Entering into the Process.
Feelings and tnotions During the Transfer Process
Suggestions for Improving the Process

OU'ICOMES OF THE TRANSFER

.::
Professional Development @portuni[ies.
Personal Growth.
Job Satisfacbion/oissat isfact,ion.

.i
.al:. GENERAL PERSPECTTVE

Reflections on the Transfer E¡perience
Reflections on the Studv

MCITVATTON FOR SEEKTNG A TRANSFER

No single factor dominated the reasoning given for decisions bo

transfer. Although sirnilar reasons influenced transferees, the decision

to bransfer seems to be a very personal one. It reflects the personal

and professional int,eraction of each teacher with the educational

systen.

The motivation of all teachers participating in this project

conformed considerably with the elements of Petrirs (I9Bf) theory which
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asserts ¡hat motivation depends on personal needs and on the value of

achievable goals, as well as on the perceived expectancy of achieving

those goals. All participants articulated a number of needs, of varying

importance, which they believed could be met by transfering to a

different teaching situation in another school. Each teacher initiated

the transfer reguest with the expectation tha! specific and general

goals would be realized as a result. All the transferees soughL goals

bhat could possibly be attained while working in [he Fort Garry School

oivision.

Reasons Arising from the Job Itself

The initial time of consideration of a transfer is essential to

examine, as it may give an indication of a teacher's feeling of urgenry

to transfer. Eight teachers made their decision during the 1983-84

school year t and their requests were granted in June 1984. the

remaining five had made [heir initial requests in previous years. Ïn

three cases the original reguest to transfer was made in the 1982-83

school year. Of these three, one teacher was becoming guite anxious and

frustrated with bhe circumstances in which she was working, resulting in

a strong desire to change posibions, while the other two were primarily

looking for a change of experience. The remaining two teachers made

their initial request in 1981-82, but, were not successful in receiving a

transfer until two years later. In one instance, the teacher was

experiencing a high stress level, putting her health and well-being in

jeopardy. In bhe other instance b,he reguest was for a change of grade

Ievel and acquisition of varied teaching experience.
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All teachers expressed a dominant reason for their decision to

transfer" In several cases a number of reasons of apparent egual

i;rportance were staLed. These reasons are surTïnarized in Table 7.

Changes in professional responsibilities. In one case, the teacher

moved to a half-[ime posi[ion rather than having chosen a full-time
posiLion. Other changes in professional Easks included the addiLion of

teaching responsibilities, the movement from one grade 1evel to another

and [he operation as a French Specialist raLher than a nFrench

Inrnersionn teacher.

Very few changes in professional responsibilities were being

encountered. These changes were stated as only being minimally

significant in influencing the transfer.

Procedural,/personnel conflicts. Procedural and personnel conflicts

on the job were significant factors for seven teachers. fhree teachers

acknowledged conflict with a colleague with whom they had Eo work

closely. Reasons for the conflicts varied from differences in

philosophy and attitude to personal incompatibility. Some respondents

were displeased with the style and operation of the aùninistration with

whom bhey rvorked. The difficulty of being unilingual in a French

Inu'nersion setting was also a concern.
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Table 7

Critical Reasons for Seeking a Transfer

38

"I wanted bo retain a 'half time ' position.tr

nI want to try Eeaching elementary students. The addit.ional
experience will a1low easier re-entry Eo the professiion if I
leave. n

nïtm under stress and my health is suffering. I donrL feel
healthy working in this building.'

nI have an unreasonable number of students to work with.n

nI want to teach French Inrnersion, preferably in an elementary
setting. n

nI want to retain the same teaching assignment."

nI have a heavy responsibility wi[h a multi-age, multi-grade
classroom. n

nPrevious transfer reguests have been turned down. Il
contenpla[ing resignation. n

m

nrrm reaching for more variety in my teaching experience.n

noeclining enrolment might force me to move in the near
future. Ird rather have the opportunity t.o move without tha[
pressure. n

oMy current position is being phased out.n

nI needed a change of working environment as well as the
opportuniLy to teach maLhematics again.n

nI have made a number of changes in my [eaching career.
I would now like to get some senior high experience.n

nI need a change in working environment in order to enrich my
teaching experience.n

nAn 'ideal' position became available. I wanted it.n
nI have had enough of teaching in junior high.'
nI need a challenge; a bigger school, more contact with
colleagiues. n
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Redundancy of position. Only in one situaLion v/as a position being

phased out, which necessit,ated tha[ a teacher seek a transfer. The

transfer of a particular posi[ion to a different school necessitab,ed a

decision in one case, as to whether to transfer and retain the positiont

or to seek a different assignment. At her option she decided to

transfer and retain the posilion. The presen[ positions of the other

res¡nndents essentially remained unchanged

!'fork environment. The work environment was a factor inf luencing

the transfer decision for nine of the teachers, with three others

uncertain as to its importance. A sample of reasons guoted by the

transferees appear in Table 8.

Table I

Influences of l,Iork Environment on Transfer Decisions

nf wanted back into a closed classroom.n

nI wanted the autonomy inherent in having rny own class.o

nI wanted a room thaL allowed natural light through windows
opened. n

nan iiçroved staffroom.n

na larger room. n

oa position in a French Trrnersion school.n

na larger school.n

nout of a ¡'rench Irrnersion setting.n

nwanted [o try out a closed classroom situation.n

ntired of the same walls and people, need a change of
locaLion. n

nmust get out of open area facility."
nlt seems bhe only way I can get a change of assignment is to
change schools."
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Three teachers indicabed bhat they were quit,e happy with the

physical environment in which they worked but bhey would look forward to

a new location for the sake of newness. fn one instance ambivalence

about the significance of [eaching environment, minimized ies irnpact on

the transfer decision.

Reasons Arising from the Individual

A number of personal reasons influenced the respective decisions to

Eransfer. Some reasons were wiLhin control of the transferees. These

concerns are distinct from the professional realm, and tend to indicate

how the individuals' personal goals and lifestyle mesh with his,/her

professional role.

Personal lifestyle. Balancing bime between employnenL and family

was significant for two teachers. In each case a half time position was

very importanb and bhey were willing to transfer in order to retain a

half-day position. In two situations there was considerable job-related

stress causing interference with physical and mental healLh and

disrupting life outside of teaching responsibilities. The risk to
well-being had brought one teacher close bo a decision to resign, if a

change was not forthcoming. An atternpt to transfer the previous year

had proved unsuccessful. Another teacher found his position to be very

emotionally draining and was disappointed thaL prior requests for

alLernat,ive placement went unheeded. Several teachers s[ated that they

',vanted a personal challenge and rejuvenation to combat perceived

stagnation in the current position, r,vhich prornpted several transfer

requests.
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Influence of oLher individuals. Influence from others did not

appear bo'oe significant for most teachers. Six beachers felt that no

direct oubside influence had impacted on their decision to transfer.

Seven teachers indicated the influence of various individuals and

groups of indivirluals on their decision. Encouragement by the family to

remain in a half-time position was influential in one instance.

Specific encouragement from colleagues r'¡ith whom they were working, to

take on a new challenge was relevant in three cases. The supporb of her

family and Ehe advice to get oub of a frustraLing situaLion reassured

one teacher Ehat she was taking the right acLion in requesting a

transfer. Another teacher who realized that Ehe position was being

phased out received strong support from her school administrator who

used his influence to attenpt to secure an alternate position.

Assurance of competence from the Assistant Superintendent convinced one

beacher bhaL an appropriate placement would be secured.

WLren visiting schools with available teaching positions ttvo

teachers received encouragement to transfer from current staff members.

This reassurance of welcome was further incentive bo decide to transfer.

tWo siLuations deserve specific mention. One teacher had worked

very closely rvith a teaching parbner for several years. As Ehe school

enrolment declined, each realized that ultimately one would have to

leave. RaLher than eventually being compelleri to move, one teacher

rlecided to seek a transfer. The decision caused sorne agony' but a

desirable position became available and bhe decision was conpleted.

Both had considered reguesting a Eransfer, although the teacher most

prepared to move persevered.
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The second siEuation occurred in consideration of negative

influence. The conflict generated in the working relationship with a

colleague convinced this Eeacher that a transfer was vital. She felt

that conflict v+ith her colleaque was the reason for her decision.

Peer pressure. With two exceptions, none of the Eeachers

interviewed felt that peer pressurer in a negative sense, influenced

their transfer decision. As previously stated, many found their

colleagues exhorting them to seek a transfer.

One exception involved a teacher who perceived an ambivalence on

the part of her colleagues wibh regard to her decision whether or not to

transfer. Although reasons for this were nol identified,

rlissatisfaction with some colleagues and the teaching position may have

prompted the indifference. Íhe second was a [eacher experiencing

conflict wiLh a colleague, and felt pressured to leave, in order to

eliminate the conflict.

Locale of lhe school The geographical location of the school had

no influence on decisions to transfer. The only concern mentioned was a

desire to live in a different neighbourhood than the school. The

compactness of [he division and the limited differences between schools

with respect to facilities and school popula[ion negated location as a

factor in bransfer decisions.

Professional Reasons

Many elements motivated teachers to seek a transfer. Reasons

riirectly related to bhe profession and professional considerations of

teachers were evident to some degree in all of bhe t,ransfers examined in
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this study. As only self-initiaEed transfers \'/ere consideredr most

teachers had considered the professional implications of bheir decision.

For some individuals the transfer was part of a career plan, for others

it was an avenue to personal/professional growth. For a third group the

transfer decision was based on a desire to leave an undesirable

situation. AII res¡rcndents were looking for a change in teaching

posibion, with each having their own set of reasons. The nature of the

transfer being sought, along wiLh relevant reasons for the choice,

appear in Table 9.

Table 9

Reasons ror Seeking a Transfer

I

Teacher I Position Sought
I

I

I

Teacher A l-half-bime Kindergarten
I

I

I

I

Teacher B l-grades 4-6 French
I

I

I

Teacher C l-would consider any
I possibility.
I

l-preferred French
I Ïlnrrersion at, elemen-
I tary or $n411 junior
I high.
l,

Teacher D l-French Inrnersion, K-9,
I preferably elementary.

Reasons Directly Relaüed
to the PosiLion

-to remain in half-Èime
position

-to sLay in Kindergarten

-to move out of junior high
inbo elementary

-desperately wanted a change
from current sit,uation.

-wanted a change in Èhe
curriculum areas taught.

-recent intensive inrnersion in
learning the French language

-objective was to beach French
Inrnersion aE the elementary
level.

I

I

I

I

-l

l-half-time, teaching
I snglish to elementary
I rrench Inunersion
I students.

-classes were being transferred
to another school.

-chose to move to that school bo
remain part of the sarne team.

Teacher E
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Table 9 (continued)

I

Teacher F l-full or half-t,ime
I Primary, Preferably
I kindergarten.
l -placement in a larger
I school.

Teacher G l-junior high.
| -a specific junior
I high school.

Teacher H l-preferably grades
I 4-6.
l-not junior high.

I

-l I

-l

Teacher I

Teacher J

Teacher K

Teacher L

l-Math or French or a
I cornbination of both.
l-first choice - high
I school.
l-second choice - junior
I hight.
I

l-high school' historY.
I

I

I

I

I

l-requesbed a specific
I school.
l-remain in primary.
l+ranted a larger school.

-transfer request was
in response to a Post-
ing of a specific
posibion.

-only interested in a
high school position.

I

l -Eo transfer out of an
I uncomfortable situation.
l-Eo provirle contact with a

I greater number of colleagues.

-to gain experience teaching at
the junior high level.

-to continue getting exPerience
at this leveI.

-has had experience at all
levels

-preference for a subject
orienbaLion in MaEh or French

-already had experience at
elementary and junior high.

-desire Eo bry high school.
-academic major in historY.

-a11 previous experience was at
the primary leveI.

-mainly wanted a change of
sebting.

-wanted Lo move out of junior
high.

-wanted to beach high schoolt
in area of academic rnajor.

-opportunity to utilize talent
and interests.

Teacher M -elementary grades 4-6.
larger school.

-interested in t,rying
open area.

-wanted a change of sebbing,
to gain varied exPerience.

-increase contact with
colleagues.
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Promot ion/advancement . Many career decisions are supported by a

desire for promotion and,/or advancemenL. In this study, a promotion is

considered a posiüive change in status of the job. The implicabion is

an upv/ard vertical movement in an emplolznent hierarchy. As well, fot

purposes of the study, advancement is a posiLive career change in a

horizontal lateral sense, where an individual is adding a new experience

bo his career wi[hout any staLus change, with respect to the job iLself.

Of the teachers interviewed, none feIE Ehat they were seeking or

anLicipating a promotion. No change in status of bheir posiLion was

perceived. Eight teachers considered their transfer to be an

advancement. The perceptions sta[ed as to what constitu[ed advancement

were varied, but all implied a horizontal career move.

the majority of the respondents felt that Eheir transfer reques[

reflected advancement because they were considering a new experience, a

broadening of t,heir career horizon. One respondent supplemented [his

response by cornrnenting lhat a variety of assignments and expertise

gained at more than one level (primary, elemenLary, junior high, senior

high) would receive considerable weight on applications for

administrative positions. Deliberate planning for the future, including

this transfer reguest, was also cibed as advancement in onets career.

The establishment of professional networks with colleagues, facilibated

by the transfer was seen as an advancement.

Five transferees did not consider their request bo be an

advancement. The transfer was strictly a horizontal career move which

fostered a rlifferent experience in a different setbing. One respondent

hoped there woul<i be as little change as possible, with respect to bhe

actual Eeaching. TVo teachers requesting transfers from bheir current
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assignments into a significantly different situat.ion, elementary French

Inmersion, simply facilitated the achievenent of a career goal but they

did not view the change as advancement.

One teacher considered the transfer reguest an advancement as it
provided opportunity to teach in an academic field aligned with previous

post-secondary training. Competence in Ehe subject area could be put

into practice as a result of Lhe transfer. The placement contributed to

the achievement of a career goal.

Career goa1s. Transfer reguests facililate Ehe achievement of

career goa1s. This reality was indicated by eleven of lhe teachers who

were interviewed. Achieving bhe transfer is a goal in itself, as well

as the attainment of various outcomes of the transfer. In some

instances the goals were very specific, while in others bhe goals tended

to be general. No teacher was requesting a transfer simply for the sake

of the request, but, rather as a means to an end or towards an end.

Long-term goals and short-term goals were articulaLed

The goals expressed during the interviews are surûnarized in Table

t0.
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Table 10

Career Goals of 13 Transferees

I

Teacher lTransfer
lHas Role

Short term (1 year)

1n
Achieving
Career
GoaIs

Long term (more
than 1 year)

Teacher A

Teacher B

Teacher C

Teacher l)

Teacher E

Teacher F

yes

yes

-renain in half-time posiLion.
-Eo atLain the independence and
res¡rcnsibiliEy of own class-
room.

-to leave junior high .
-to teach elementary French.
-enrich experience.

no -t,o teach French
Inunersion

-Eo leave a large junior high
setting.

-Eo teach French
frrnersion at elementary
leve1.

yes

no

yes

l-stricb,ly a functional move
l-wou1d be teaching exactly
I the same prograrn as the
I previous year.
I

l-to expand my experience and
I colleagial networks in a
I different setting.
I

I

-not expressed

-expand
Eeaching
experience

-not expressed.

-Eo teach in a
situation
allowing
reinforcement
functional
bilingualism.

-not expressed

-to be the best
primary
teacher f can
be.
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Table l0 (continued)

Teacher G

Teacher H

yes

yes

Teacher I

Teacher J

yes

yes

-I might have been
forced to move in a
couple of years due
to declining enrolment.

-to desire experience
at another 1evel.

I

l -some interest
lin
I administration

-classroom Èeaching
for 5-7 years at b,he

elementary leve1.

-to teach l'lath or
French or a combination
at, the high school level.

l-nove into a
I non classroom
I educational
I role.
l-interest in
I counselling.

-experience
at every level

-administration

-Eo teach history and
English at the high school
level.

-gain
experience at
levels.

Teacher K yes -Eo gain further beaching
teaching experiences

-Eo at[ain
excellence
as a teacher
using a
varieL,y of
classroom
ex¡reriences.

Teacher L yes -to beach English at
the high school level.

-to utilize dramatic talent
and expertise.

-Eo build on
previous
teaching
experience

Teacher M yes -to continue teaching at
the elementary level.

-probably will
not stay in
teaching

-have some
entreprenurial
instincts.

-no
administrative
goals
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Changes in gualifications. None of the teachers interviewed had

experienced a change in academic gualifications imnediately prior [o

reguest,ing the bransfer. As well, none of the respondents indicated

that securing the transfer would be specifically a cabalyst bo

acquisibion of additional qualifications.

iloweverr four teachers indicated Ehab braining during the previous

three years had partially influenced their decision to bransfer. fhis

professional development included a course equipping teachers of Basic

French, a surrmer course in reading designed to assist wiLh the teaching

of Language Aris to students in French Inunersion programs, a sabbatical

leave which allowed one teacher to live in Quebec in order to become

functionally bilingual, and a sabbatical leave which allowed a teacher

to complete an Honours English degree.

Courses designed for teachers of French Irrnersion studenüs had

previously prefnred one teacher for bhe transfer she hoped to obLain.

All respondents felt that they had the appropriate qualifications

and experience for the ¡rcsition they were seeking in their transfer

request.

Job Satisfaction,/oissat,isfaction

Reviews of industrial motivation studies by Herzberg, t4ausner and

Snyderman and later reviews of industrial and educational job

sabisfaction by Robinson, Conners, and Robinson dramatically pointed out

the presence of factors contributing to satisfaction and dissatisfaction

that exist with an occupation.

The research of Herzberg and Associabes (f959) tends to refute a

hypothesis made in much of the research on rnot.ivation, which assumed
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thab al1 factors affecting job saLisfaction could be placed on a

satisfaction/dissabisfaction continuum. The presence or absence,

and/or negative or posi[ive aspect of [hese factors would contribute Eo

job satisfaction or job dissatification. The underlying premise is that

all factors coulci be satisfiers or dissatisfiers and these factors could

be al[ered or eliminated to establish satisfaction.

Herzberg and Associates (1959) hypothesized that some factors were

satisfiers, and that their absence did not necessarily create

dissabisfaction, r¿hile other factors were dissatisfiers and did not

contribute to satisfaction when absent.

Thomas Sergiovanni (f96I) determined thab factors which contributed

t,o satisfaction and to dissaLisfaction were mutually exclusive. Tn

under[aking the study, Sergiovanni also invesligated whether factors

resulting in satisfaction were related to the work itself and whether

factors contributing to dissatisfaction were concerned with the

environment of work.

This study undertook to determine if a change in job satisfaction

contributed to the desire to transfer. fhe interview explored the state

of job satisfaction and any apparent changes in job saLisfaction prior

to the request for a bransfer. Tn additionr Ehe respondents were

reguested to identify factors which had contributed Eo both bhe

maintenance of and the changes in job saLisfaction.

Although the beachers v\iere nob specifically requested to isolate

factors contributing to sabisfaction and/or dissatisfaction, two sets of

factors were observed, coinciding approximately with these categories.

The resulting data are surTlfiËIrized in the Table 11.
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Table 1I

.lob Satisfaction,/Oissa[isfaction prior to the Transfer

5I

Teacher Job SaLisfaction

-very supporLive
sLcll_L.

-very supportive
aùninistration.

-previous staff
and principal
had provided a
minimal level of
support so T

deeply
appreciabed Ehis
ÞLdIL

-friendships on
staff

-supportive staff.
-happy with the
school.

I

I .lob Dissatisfaction
I

I

l-wanted a return to a
I closed classroom, from
I open area.
l-wanted autonomy of own
I classroom, away from
I teaming.
l-ineguities of a half-
I time/full-time team.
I

I

I

I

I

I

-stagnaEing.
-wanted more of a
challenge.

-desire to teach
elementary French.

rT|aa¡har ñ!vqvt¡vL v

I

-l

I

-enjoyed the
Eeaching of
French

-felt competent.

-stress
-health suffering.

-collegial conflict.
-disliked building.
-desire to do a better
job tapered off once
f knew T was leaving.

Teacher Dl-refreshing
I experience.
l-challenging and
I demanding

-wasnrt bhe assignment
f really wanted.

-not able to attain my
current career goal.

Teacher E l-very happy r,vith
I situation.
l-enjoyed the
I teaching
I

I

I

-decided to move with
the students and
teachers.

-dissatisfied only
because of the handling
of the moving.

Teacher A

Teacher B

Overall

Deterioration

Deterioration

Deterioration

IJnchanged

IJnchanged
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Table Il (conLinued)

Teacher F

Teacher G

-love teaching
children

-very positive
atti[ude towards
children

-happy, secure,
successful.

ruorking in a
dreamland.

-supportive staff
kíds, and
parents

I

| -disasterous circunr
I stances
| -hiqh stress leve1
l -unhappy.
l-on medication for
I tension
| -personal/profess ional
I life suffering.
l-collegiaÏ conflict.
| -philosophical differ-
I ences
l-lack of staff and
I administrative support.

l-departure from team
I partner (close friend).
l -severing of professional
I links.
I

I

I

Deterioration

Unchanged

oeterioration

Deterioration

Unchanged

Teacher H -the challenge andl-wanted to get into fu1l-
awe at learning I time.
that teaching was l+-¡anted securiby of where
what I wanted bo I t was going the next
do as a career. I year.

-a11 part of the l-frustration of working
rrookier year I in English, in a French

I Inrnersion school.

Teacher Il-happy with my l-collegial conflict.
I [eaching l-wanted to beach subjects
I situation I oLher than French and
I

I

I

I

I

t-
Teacher ,l l-level remained

I constant.
l-liked what r was
I doing.
l-enjoy Eeaching,
I kids.
I

I exercise previous exper-
I ience in l{athematics.
l-teaching French all day
I is strenuous.

l-second consecutive year
I ab trying bo b,ransfer.
l-thought I should get
I experience aL another
I 1eve1.
I

I
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Teacher Xl-very high level. l-Ehought that perhaps I

l-got along with I should get sone
I everyone. I different experience.
tt

Unchanged

53

Table ll (continued)

Teacher Ll-terrific staff. l-didn't agree with many
l-principal appre- | of the principal's
I ciaLive of things I actions
I that teachers did I -not treated as a
I for Ehe students I professional
I and [he school l-staff room facility
l-fairly strong I was deplorable.
I sense of l-Aid not want open area.
I discipline in thel-did not want Eo teach
I school l' junior high any longer.

Deterioration

Teacher l4l-satisfied and l-thought f coul-d get a
I haPPY. I little nore out of
l-enjoying current I teaching.
I sibuation. I

Unchanged

NEGüTIATING THE TRANSFER

Entering fnto the Process

When a transfer reguest is considered by a teacher, a number of

procedures are involved to make thaL request known to Ehe division

hierarchy ivho in turn act upon such a request. This includes the

teacher's principal and the central office authority who is responsible

for personnel.

In negotiabing a transfer, a certain process is involved. For this

study, teachers were asked aboul their advance awareness of this

process, the process itsel¡-'and how effective the process functioned for

them.
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All transferees had a general avùareness of how to initiabe Ehe

process of transfer. Each school has special t,ransfer applicaLion forms

to Ì¡e fitled out, with a copy going to the current .orincipal and another

going to bhe Assistanb Superintendent in charge of personnel. Further

documentaLion supporting the request was at bhe option of the teacher

requesting a transfer or upon reguest from Ehe Assistanb Superinbendent.

AIl teachers received support and encouragement to proceed wiLh

their transfer from their principal. At the same time none of the

teachers erperienced any pressure to leave bhe school once it was

recognized that they were requesting a transfer.

In[eraction with bhe Assistant Superintendent h¡as efficient and

concise for most teachers. AlLhough in most cases, only one personal

contact occurred most teachers indicated that there was a personal

element Eo the consideration of their transfer request. Howeverr three

teachers feIt, they were left unaware of whether or not they were ireing

transferred, until late in the school year. Verbal1y, there had been

indicabion thaL the reguest would be granted but Ehe official letter of

confirmation followed at a considerably later date. These teachers felt
tha[ [hey should have been informed earlier. At the same time they

recognized the potential difficulty encountered by the Assistanb

Superintendent in establishing the staffing malrix each year. TWo

transferees also indicated Ehey had more than one position offered to

them and were given appropriate time and means to evaluate the positions

and to arrive at a decision. Ten transferees had been very specific in

their request for a new position. This limited bhe number

of possible positions that coulcl be available tc bhem. In all cases

t.hese ten were only provided with one potential assignment to consider.
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fn each instance lhe assignment was accepted. One teacher requested

both a larger school and an upper elementary position and was successful

in achieving that objective.

Once the pot.ent.ial new assignments had been determined, each

teacher had [he opporLunity Eo visit his/her respective new school. All

indicated a satisfactory meeting with the principal, ranging from a

brief formal contact to a personally guided tour of Ehe facility. fhe

extent and nature of the interaction between [he incoming teacher and

school administraE,ion was dependent upon the principal. Some teachers

also indicated that they had an opportunity to meet with teachers on the

staff and to observe a class. Cne teacher visi[ed the class of students

that she would be teaching the following year.

The teachers who were offered more than one position had an

opportunity Eo attend an interview with the principal of Ehe respective

schools. No teacher attended more than one interview. fn each case,

bhe beacher selected what was felt to 'oe the nost desirable position for

an initial inlerview and was offered Ehe position. All other teachers

were assigned to a position and were officially notified by the

Assistant Superintendent.

All teachers perceived lhat the outcone of their transfer request

was totally in the control of bhe Assistant Superintendent. Other lhan

bhe details documented on the transfer request form and any other

accompanying documentation, the teachers had no further involvement with

bheir reguest. Some teachers contacted the Assistant Superintendent by

telephone to inquire as to bhe status of their request but had no

furtÌrer input as to bhe ultinate outcome of the transfer request.
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Difficulties related to the t:ansfer- process. 1l¿o teachers were

frustrated by the length of waiting Eime between the request and the

response to Ehe request. One of these teachers had verbal assurance

that her reguest had been granted but received the official noLification

several weeks later. In the meantime she had informeci colleagues,

family and friends that she would be transferring. She felt that

tirnelines should be more specifically established and thaL teachers

should be informeci of those timelines. The second teacher was desperate

for a move. She had applied for a transfer in the previous year but had

been unsuccessful. As she was operating under considerable stress and

frustration, the importance of a change in assignment was crucial. The

frustraLing period i:etr,veen the request and the response to the request

seemed interminably long. The eventual announcement of the transfer

removed a burden from her shoulders.

The other eleven teachers indicated no difficulties in negotiating

the transfer. They were very pleased that the procedure had functioned

so smoothly.

Availability of infonnation. As part of the negotiation of their

transfer, several Eeachers sought information which they felt would

facilitate their move, with respect t.o both practical and personal

consideraLions. ,Some teachers took advantage of having bhe division

courier move their personal teaching materials from the school [o their

new location. This service was much appreciated. However, a number of

teachers did not realize that they could utilize the courier for [his

purpose. Tf they had known most indicabed bhat, they would have taken

advantage of bhe service.
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T\^¡o teachers tried to anticipate and avoid potential difficulties

by contacting both colleagues who had perviously experienced a transfer

and colleagues çvho were in the schools to which they potentially could

be transferred. By gaining background informaLion and a personal

perspective of particular situations, these teachers felt consicierably

more knowledgable about the situation into which Lhey were transferring.

nivision policy,/procedures. None of the teachers were aware of any

School Board Policy on trarisfer. Íhey indicated a lack of awareness of

the Boardrs view of the merits and importance of Eransfers in the

overall operation of the nivision. However, none of the transferees

actually soughl out information on School Board Policy dealing with

transfers.

Practical procedures regarding transfers, such as the necessity of

compleb,ing an appropriate form, were more evident to Ehe t.ransferees.

As previously mentioned, the application for a transfer and the

appropriate personnel channels were clearly identified. Butr beyond

bhat, all transferees felt that the outcome of the t,ransfer was

completely dependent on the judgment of the Superintendent and the

involved principals.

All but three of the transferees expressed satisfaction with the

transfer procedure. One leacher thought thaL bhe School Division

acconrnodaled transfer requests as efficiently as could 'rre expected.

Another teacher appreciated the explanation that teachers who were

returning from leaves would be assigned to posibions first, followed'oy

acconunodation of transfer regueshs. T\¡/o teachers indicabed thab bhe

Assistant Superintendent lried to attend to the requests of all

tranferees, in the most effechive and sensibive way possible.
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Although a nunber of [he teachers identified shortcomings in the

transfer procedure, none expresseC overt difficulty with the process of

actually obtaining the bransfer.

Three teachers were critical of the procedure. The concern of one

teacher related to a previous reguest for transfer, the year before.

After what appeared to be a successful interview with a principal, held

on a Friday, this teacher bhought she was assured of the new position.

ouring the weekend, another individual, with similar qualifications

became a\¡/are of the same posi[ion. The following Mondayr the teacher

was informed that she had been unsuccessful in getting the position.

Her frustration was compounded by the fact that she was never informed

as to the reasons why she had not obtained the position. She was much

more satisfied with the handling of her recent transfer request.

The second teacher expressed an impression that the outcome of the

transfer was totally dependent on the movement of other teachers. As a

result she felt that the likelihood of obtaining the transfer was

remote. Because she was adamant in expressing the need for a transfert

the apparent procedure contributed to an already high level of

frustration.

The third teacher, dissatisfied with the procedure, bhought that

divisional politics had influence in the outcome of transfers. Rumours

were being bandied about concerning how some placements were to be made.

This resulted in a qrrestionning of the ethics involved in transfer

procedures and a concern about professional responsibilities.

All teachers recognized the challenge of acconrnodaLing [ransfers

and appropriately assigning teachers. Not withstanding the

dissatisfaction previously expressed, all teachers 1auded the efforts of
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the school division, particularly the Assistane Superint,endent in charge

of personnel, to facilitate their transfers.

Feelings and ffnotions ouring the Transfer Process

blorking in a highly people-orientedr intensely interactive

atmosphere, teachers tend to develop fri.endships ivith some of their

colleagues. As a result some emotional links are established amongst

staff. The relabionships may be essentially nin housen acquaintenances

based on mutual professional int,erests and involvement or these

relationships may also extend beyond the school to a more personal

interaction.

Regardless of the b.1pe of relationship, when a transfer occurs, a

consirlerable measure of the active professional involvement is lost.

The tink between individuals, particularly with respect to day to day

activiLy at the school is severed. This physical break freguently

fosters an enotional break as well. Although interpersonal

relationships will often remain, the daily involvenent is lost.

The actual transfer usually resurrects emotions associated with

leaving familiar faces and facilities. Five teachers specifically

mentioned a sadness on their part surrounding their departure. There

was some regret, ab saying good-bye to colleagues with whom they had

worked closeIy. The extenL of the sadness depended on the degree of

inter-personal involvement and the length of time that bhe transferring

teacher had been on staff.

A wide variety of emotions b/ere associated with the process of

transfer. The dominant identifiers were excitement, anticipaLion,
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gladness, fear, saclness, frustrab,ion, confidence, surpriser doubtt

disappointment, vacanc:¡, respect, challenger and pleasure.

The most dominant feeling was excitement. Nine teachers

specifically mentioned the excitement of entering into a ne$¡ experience.

They saw [his change as positive, transferring into a position they

desired, rvhich would provide them wiLh new professional and personal

frontiers. Six teachers indicated a gladness to 'oe changing positions.

,Some r,¡ere happy to leave a si[uation, while for the remainder, the

gladness related to the attainment of a certain objective.

Five teachers revelled in the anticipation of a challenge. Either

clue to stagnabion or a strong will üo try something elser they

approached the transfer boldly and eagerly.

As we1lr five teachers expressed apprehension as being a strong

feeling when they negotiated their transfers. The apprehension was

prolnpted by numerous concerns, including acceptance by the new staff,

acceptance and understanding by the new administration, the aLtainment

of preconceived expectations, working in an open area school, teaching

at an entirely new age level, and teaching in a new curriculum area.

For four teachers this apprehension was reinforced as a healEhy fear of

the unknown.

T¿o teachers each expressed unique responses to inquiry about

emotions and feelings surrounding the transfer. In one case, due to a

frusLrab,ing Eeaching experience, dissillusionment about personal ability

as a teacher and the ability to work effectively in a team-teaching

situation developed. This serious rioubt began to undermine her career

and her perceived effectiveness in the the classroom. The only solubion

to the threatening situation was to escape from it by transferring. The
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self-doubts, however, had diminished Ehe Ehoughts of even being

successful at obbaining a transfer. After the transfer negotiations

were finalized the wave of relief was overwhelming. This teacher felt
as if a tremendous burden had been renoved. Confidence slowly began to

raIly. The doubts steadily faded as the anticipation of a change and of

a new challenge was realized.

In a second instance, the teacher experienced a very vacant

feeling, a sense of loss, upon realizing bhaL Lhe departure from a

position held for several years was not without some anguish. Although

the enotional farewells were said, the realization that one is

dispensible an<l can be replaced rather easily was unnerving. It was

only as the transfer was actually finalized that it was apparent hhat

emotional, as r,vell as physical, links were really being broken. Íhis

teacher also expressed cognizance of [he feelings of those colleagues

remaining at the school as they r'¡atched him leave for a differenL

posi[ion. ft was obvious thab his colleagues viewed his departure with

mixed feelings. The transfer, from the point of view of severing daily

professional interactions and personal links with staff members, was

dramatically more difficult for this teacher than for any of the others

interviewed.

The emotional impact of transfers on individuals was a function of

several variables including the length of time in bhe school, the degree

of personal involvement, Ehe intensiby of established friendships, the

level of job satisfaction and strength of desire for a change.

AlLhough conmonalities existed, particularly in Ehe nature of Ehe

emotions experienced, each teacherts personality and uniqueness tvas

reflected in the emotional aspects of the transfer.
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Suggestions for Inproving the Transfer Process

Each respondent was asked to suggest potential changes in the

transfer process thab. would inprove the facilitabion of bransfers. The

researcher recognized Ehat the recent involvement with the transfer

process would gualify the teachers interviewed to give current opinions

of the effectiveness of the process. A suflrnary of the respones of the

interviewees appears in Table 12.

Table 12

Sugges[ions by Transferees to Improve the Transfer Process

Clear articulation of policies and procedures vras an important
factor expressed by half of the teachers.

The lengthy 'in limbon period between the reguest and the definite
response to the request results in frustraüion and anxiousness.
Any way of improving this situation is desirable.

nseniority counts for everything." Other factors should be
considered in granting transfers into a given position. One
teacher expressed strong feelings that competence and
demonstrated ability to deal with particular sibuations should
be considered in assignments to positions.

Transfers are freguently very dependent on the movement of other
teachers, which makes the achievement of a self-initiated transfer
very difficult.
nPolitical games sometimes seem to go onn, as teachers are
shuffled about in an attenpt [o satisfy the staffing objectives of
the Assistant Superintendent, the goals of the transferee, the
needs of the school and bhe wishes of the principal. nRumours and
innuendo seem to get involved in some transfers, rvhich is unfair.n
All matters related bo transfer should be dealt with in an open
and fair manner.

When a teacher has been offered a transfer he/she should visit the
school and talk bo bhe st.aff to help in deciding whether iE is a
transfer thab is desirable.

Once a teacher knows tire school to which he/she will be
transferring, the teacher should be encouraged and given bhe
opportunity to visit bhe school, to talk with principal and the
staff.
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Table 12 (continued)

All teaching positions available to teachers requesting transfers
should be posted with the division for a period of time, prior bo
media announcement. Often a particular position may become
available that, is of interest to a teacher. Opportuni[y should be
available for a teacher to apply for a bransfer to such a
posibion.

nnacilities should not be promised if they will not be provided.n
Although this may be beyond Ehe conbrol of the administration, the
transfer decision may depend partially on the physical facilities
accomtrEnying bhe position.

fs consideration given to putting a teacher in a position where
the administrabion feels that the teacher can be most effective?
It often seefirs Ehah the reasons supporting particular placements
are rather obscure.

Several teachers felt that there should be more conrnunication
concerning their application for Lransfer, the status of their
application, the reasons for seeking a transfer and their
particular interests which relabed to the transfer reguest.

One teacher wanted more information on the amount of influence
that the various administrative personnel have with respect to
transfers, including the role of principals in influencing

. transfer outcomes.

When a transfer request has been accepted or rejected, teachers
appreciated knowing the reasons supporting the outcome. As well,
reasons for a specific transfer are not always clearly
articulated.

Teachers should be encouraged to transfer if they are interested
in movi.ng into a different posi[ion. One teacher felL there was a
reluctance on the part of many teachers to apply for a Eransfer
even though they expressed a desire for a change. This hesita[ion
was prornpLed by the fear of finding themselves in a less desirable
posibion and of intimiciation by the whole transfer process.
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THE OU'TCOMES OF fHE TRANSFERS

fn designing this study, the assumption was made that transfers

were requested in anticipation of certain outcomes. Among the reasons

çvhich motivated the reguest, teachers would have certain expectations

r,vhich bhey hoped would be realized as a result of receiving a transfer.

The interview focused on four specific categories of outcomes,

including (1) factors related to professional development,

(2) factors relabed to personal growth, (3) factors relabed to job

satisfaction, and (4) factors related to the development of expertise.

Tn examining the responses to the interviews, the fourth category,

development of exper[ise, was combined with the professional development

category because of the close association of responses.

The actual outcornes of the transfers were compared wiLh the

anticipated outcomes to determine Ehe degree üo which prior expectations

had been realized.

The physical presence of [he in[erviewer allowed clarification of

the rlefinitions of such terms as professional development, personal

growth, job satisfaction and development of experLise. However, the

interviewer avoided narrowing the definitions, at the risk of having bhe

respondents limit their responses.

Professional Deve lopment

fhe responses of the interviewees entert,ained three patterns:

(l) all transfers are a professional development experience,

(2) transfers may lead to or result in professional development, and

(3) transfers only serve to provirle a different career experience but
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not professional development. fndividual responses reflected Ehe

perception of wha[ consti[utes professional development and how bhe

outcomes of the individuaL transfers interface wiLh thab perception. In

recording Ehe responses, an atternpt was made to distinguish whether the

conrnents aligned themselves lvibh any prior definition of the concept of

professional developnent. The data preserves the opinions of the

teachers interviewed. The professional development opportunities

experienced by the Eeachers appear in Table 13.

îable 13

Professional Development Experiences of the Transferees

T-l
Teacher

Teacher A

Transfer Provided
Professional
Development
opportuniEies

nxamples

Yes -opportunity to share ideas wiLh new
colleagues.

-developing microconrputer expertise.
-utilizing computer-assisted learning
[echniques.

-learning to use prepared software
programs.

-exercising autonomy in rny classrooni.

Teacher B Yes -beaching the initial year of a new
grades 4-6 core French Prograrn.

-previously attended several
inservice sessions in anticipation
of teaching this Program.

-developing new materials and
straLegies appropriate to my
teaching assignment.

-experimenting wibh new motivation
techniques.

-utilizing ganes and activities.
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Table 13 (continued)

Teacher C No -I have not undertaken any
professional development as a
result of my transfer.

-becoming increasingly familiar
with the elementary curriculum.

-designing my own science program due
to lack of age-appropriabe materials
in the French languageals.

Teacher D Yes -of the opinion that aLl transfers
facilitate professional development.

-developing ex_pertise at beaching in
the French language.

-developing oral teaching skills and
cultivating more and i:etter
Eechnigues related Eo verbal
interaction.

l-increasing the understanding of
challenges facing students who are
working in a second language.

Teacher E Undecided -previousty had taken courses to pre-
pare for my current assignment.

-bear considerable responsibility as
the language arts Eeacher because
ihe only teaching in English these
students receive at school is in ny
class.

-gaining confidence and expertise.

Teacher F Undecided -my professional atLentionr learning
and training has been focused on
Kindergarten.

-continuall1z striving to meet Ehe
needs of the students.

-attempting to take advan[age of
inservice training whenever it is
available.

-the transfer did not enhance
professional development directly,
but permits me to once again teach
effectively and to grow profession-
a1ly as a Kindergarten teacher.
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Table 13 (continued)

Teacher G Undecided
I

lrcpportunity for professional devel-
I opnent in conrputer literacy.
l-opportuniLy to work v/ith junior high
I students.
| -utilizing previously acguired
I expertise !,/ibh application to a
I junior high setting.
| -acquiring disciplinary technigues
I appropriate to this age group.

HrTeache

leacher I

Yes

I

I-l
Undecided

l-every transfer provides professional
I developmenL.
l-tfre transfer to bhis posiLion has
I facilitated development of organiza-
I tional and planning skills.
| -increased confirlence.
l-encouraged a sense of responsi-
I bility.

| -interest in Eeaching mathematics has
I been reawakened and rejuvenated due
I to this placement.
l-more adept aE [eaching nvive le
I Francaiso.
| -increased involvement in extra-
I curricular activiEies.

Teacher J Yes l-challenged by the opportuniLy to
I teach hi-gh school English.
l -experiencing a new administrative
I sty1e.
l-acguiring the competitive spirit and
I skills necessary in secondary extra-
I curricular programs.
l-no formal professional development
I opporLunities this year, largely due
I to volume of work.

Teacher K Yes l-working ab, a different grade level
I necessitated becoming familiar with
I a new curriculum.
| -experimenting with nelv learning
I activities.
I
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Table 13 (continued)

Teacher L Yes
I

| -significantly expanding my
I expertise and sharpening skills in
I teaching drama.
l -considerable odepth" added Eo the
I teaching of English.
l-fina1ly achieved [he goal of
I teaching at Ehe desired age level.

Teacher I'1 Yes l-experiencing open area and a larger
I school.
l-focusing efforts on the teaching of
I physical education and cultivation
I of appropriate skills.
I

Several of the teachers interviewed acknowledged thal opportunities

for professional rievelopment arose due to bhe Eransfer bo their present

placement. In contrast, the transfer permibted new experiences for some

teachersr but this did not constitute professional development in their

opinion.

Personal Growth

During the interviews a definite personal elenent present in the

discussion with each transferee of hisÆer respective transfer was

iCentified. The interview allowed the respondents to assess any

personal growth bhat they could attribute to the transfer. Although it
was difficult Eo isolate factors as exclusively contributing to personal

growth, each teacher recognized personal changes which had been

facilitated by the transfer. The general ansruer was n¡rosibivelyn to the

guestionr nHas the transfer erperience provided for and contributed bo

your personal growth?n
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For a number of teachers the shouldering of new responsibilities

was a tvelcome personal challenge. Examples of Ehe challenge included

(I) acquísiLion of new skills and honing of expertise, (Z) greater

involvement in extra-curricular prografiìs, (3) integrating in a

team-teaching siüuation, (4) establishing personal networks with

colleagues, (5) acquiring computer-related skills, (6) reinforcing a

corrnand of the French language and (7) working with a differenb grade

level

Influences on personalities lvere evident in Ehe way a number of

teachers expressed their responses during the interview. The reduction

of stress level was a very dramatic outcome for two respondents. Other

changes identified were strengthened self confidence, new hope, irçroved

attiLude toward b.he job, and a greater feeling of happiness. From a

professional perspective most teachers recognized a posibive change in

motivation and invigoration, coupled with a sense of challenge.

A different staff and administration along with a change of Ehe

physical surroundings provided teachers wiEh a nev/ professional and

personal environment in which to work.

One teacher moved from a closed classroom to an open area

configurat,ion. She had to reorganize her role and observe how the

traits of her character responded to this change in atmosphere. The

nuances of open area, with its increased noise level, reduced privary,

increased consciousness of other teachers and students, the facilitation
of student groupings and the flexibility of space, atl of these

influenced her abti[udes and teaching style.

Tn another case, the extent of studentsr transference of learning

from one leve1 to bhe next proved interesting, as the beacher moved from
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a junior high to a senior high school. The change in grade level opened

the eyes of several teachers to the many differences in learning that,

exist aJnong students of different ages.

All respondents indicated a posiLive personal influence resulting

from the change of assignment.

However, rlþst teachers indicated tha[ bhey missed [he individuals

and environment of their previous position. fn some cases this

attachnent continued Eo linger, in various degrees. A nurnber of

Leachers indicated lhat they stil1 maintained contact with colleagues

from their previous staff. These personal links continued to be very

imporbant.

A! the same tiine several responden[s indicated that they had been

introduced to new colleagues and were achieving various àugr""s of

personal involvement wiLh new staff. This proved to 'oe a personally

enriching experience and constit,uted the strongest catalyEic factor

stimulating personal growth.

.Tob Satisfaction,/oissatisfaction

In every instance but one, the level of job satisfaction associated

with the assignment after Ehe transfer increased relative to bhe level

prior to bhe transfer. When responding bo the question, nldentify and

explain the relevance of factors contributing to any change in the leve1

of job satisfaction.n, a number of positive and negative factors rvere

sta[ed. !{hile conrnonalities were evident each respondent had a unique

inlerprebation of the impact of bhe transfer on job satisfaction. In
some cases bransfer did not actually result in changes in job

satisfaction, but rabher in maintaining it at an already acceptable
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level. The outcomes related to job satisfacbion and dissatisfaction

appear in Table 14.

Table 14

Job Sa[isfaction,/oissatisfaction After the Transfer

Teacher ,lob Satisfiers Job Dissatisfiers Change in
Level of Job
Satisfaction

I

Teacher el-very satisfied wibh
I my posiLion.
l-more comfortable in
I tne snaller school.
l-enjoy [he autonomy
I in my own classroom.
I

Teacher tsl-rate the elementary
I portion of my assign-
I rnent as terrific due
I to cheir posilive
I responses, attention.
l -be able Eo do various
I actir¡iLies and rely
I less on tradi[ional
I technigues.
l-enjoy working with
I ttris age group.
I

Teacher Cl-supporbive staff and
I admínistrabion.
| -enjoy the smaller
I school and [he change
I in grade level.
| -appreciate the
I opportuniLy to work
I in French.
| -physical and emotion-
I al well being is much
I improved.
| -level of satisfaction
I has renained steady
I all year.
I

-none expressed

-displeased with the
junior high portion
of my assignment due
to large class size,
discipline problens,
and lack of materials

-staff fellowship
is hindered by one
individual.

-limiting my attach-
ment to Ehe school
due to relocation of
classes to another
school in the
follovring year.

Increased

fncreased

Increased
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Table 14 (continued)

rFornl¡ar ñ -very satisfied that, I
made bhe right move.

-returning to a grade
level I had previous-
ly taught made bhe
change comfortable.

-[horoughly enjoy
Eeaching in French.

-none expressed Increased

Teacher E -enjoy being anspecialistn; it
eliminates some
duties and respon-
bilities.

-glad to remain half-
[ime.

-enjoy my teaching
tearrunates

-enjoy the students
with whom I work.

-disappointed because
facilities were not
prepared a[ the
beginning of the
school year.

-woulri have liked my
classroon.

I4aintained

Teacher F -a profound increase
in job satisfacLion.

-very supportive staff
and adrninistraLion.

-enjoy the nteam"

with whom f r,¡ork.
-extremely happy in
personal and pro-
fessional sense.

-everything is great.

-none expressed Increased

Teacher G -apprecia[e the
challenge of work-
ing at a different
level, in a diff-
erent atmosphere.

-not as pleased with
my placement as I
[hought f woul<] 'ce 

"
-challenge to adapt
to a new school and
staff.

-miss the personal
and professional
links associated
with previous
school.

Decreased
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Table 14 (continued)

Teacher H -level of job sat-
isfaction has been
on [he increase
throughout the
year.

-the passing of each
week confirms that
Irm happy with
what Trn doing.

-enjoying the
seccnd year more
than the rrookier
\tââ r
Jeq!.

-appreciate being
in a stable
situation.

Teacher I l -happier this year
I than last year.
I very pleased to be
I teaching mathematics
I again.
l-enjoy my colleagues
I and bhe students.
I

Teacher .ll-value knowing when
I I'm getting through
I to the students and
I Utrey demonstrate an
I underslanding.
l -as t continue to
I establish rapport
I with my studenLs my
I level of job satis-
I faction increases.
l -establishing rela-
I tionships with
I colleagues in the
I departnents t.o which
I I'm attached.
I

-none expressed.

-none expressed

-initially job satis-
factíon ivas at a low
level, but it has
steadily increased.

-staff is very much
department oriented.

Increased

fncrease<l

Increased
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Table 14 (continued)

Teacher K

Teacher L

Teacher t4

-very guickly moved bo
a high level as Ï
settled in to bhe
new situation.

-very suPPortive
aúninistration
and staff.

-enjoy the grade
Ievel a[ which I
am teaching.

-job satisfaction has
slowly increased
over the year.

-Eackled the work
guickly and whole
heartedly.

-have experienced a
heavy workload but
appreciated the
challenge.

-extremely ,oleased
with the oPPortunitY
to utilize mY talent
and interest in dralna

-enjoy teaching at the
high school level.

-level of satisfaction
has increased
throughouE Ehe
year.
found that I can
handle situations
that I have never
had to handle before.

-1ess self-conscious.
-more confirlent.
-happier with mY

assignment this Year.

-none expressed

-very heavy workload.

-none expressed.

Increased

Increased

fncreased
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GENERAL PERSPECTIVE

Reflections on the Transfer Experience

Each respondent, was askecl to articulate an overall impression of

the total experience associated with a transfer. A1l respondents were

pleased thab they had macie the transfer. ALthough there were a few

minor regrets such as clisappointment wibh some of the facilities
associated with the new assignment, the overall impression was positive

in every case" Most respondents stated that if they were to repeat the

experience, they would do it again with a few ninor adjustments.

The severing of daily professional links wibh one's previous staff
was counteracted by the forging of new links with the current staff.

A nurnber of Eeachers spoke strongly in favour of Eransfer per se.

The enhancement of oners career, the exposure Eo Eeaching different

gra<le levels, clifferent subject areas, and the exposure to different

administrab,ive styles as well as the challenge of working in different

setLings, all were valuable outcomes of the bransfer.

In some cases bhe teachers stated, nI got what I was looking forr'
verifying the achievement of a goal. The pride of using oners own

initiative to abtain thab goal røas considered very important.

Transfer facilita[ed Ehe escape from situations ranging from

inLolerable to unpleasant. The improvement in physical and emotional-

well-being illustraLed bhe salvation effect of bhe b,ransfer.

The transfer opened new career avenues, giving each teacher an

opportunity to explore a new teaching assignment with respect to bheir

interests and balents. Tn some cases ib was a clear confirmation of a

previously helci objective. In other cases a more L,horough investigation
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and a greater length of time were needed to evaluate bhe appropriateness

of the placement.

Several respondent.s expressed encouragement directed to other

teachers to utilize transfers as a vehicle to broaden their careers.

Although the poLential number of transfers has been reduced by declining

enrolments and by teacher reluctance to change positions, the transfer

remains a viable option towarcis acquiring new experiences, and towards

providing enriching, re'rarding and challenging opportuní[ies within

oners t,eaching career.

Reflections on the Study

As a conclusion to the interview the respondents were asl<ed to

express their opinion of [he appropriateness of the interview questions

and to comnent on the importance of research on teacher transfer.

Most respondents expressed a very posib,ive opinion concerning the

imporLance of [he research. They were ,oleased to be a part of bhe study

and felt thab the methocis used and the respondent sample would give an

accurate overview of transfers.

AI1 respondents acknowledged the need for clarification of transfer

procedures and for the need to increase teacher-consciousness of

transfer, and indicated that these were bwo desirable outcomes they

hoped would result from the sturiy. Variation in [eaching assignments

allows for greater objectivity in education generaIll¡r as well as in a

teaching career. However, teachers have to be made aware of transfer

opportuniLies and how they can take advantage of them.

Several respondents recognized that although their transfers were

very positive experiences, negative irnpacts can and do occur. For
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instance, the new assignment might not be as attractive as it first
appeared or one's personal teaching style might conflict with the

'orincipal's preferences. However teachers should determine what bhey

expect from bhe transfer process, prior to making a decision, and then

should conani[ time and effort to investigating potential transfer
opportuniLies with their goals and objectives in mind. Respondents

expressed the importance of a study of this nature for providing

guidance to teachers who are considering transfers.

In one instance the respondent was criLical of some elements of the
process. This research can be valuabre in identii_-ying the negative

aspects of the t'ransfer procedure, and in developing the improvemen[s in
the process.

Several respondent,s articulated concern about the decreased

mobility in the profession. There is lit,tle opportunity for
advancement, other than headships or administraÈive posts. Most

rnobility is lateral, accomplished by self-initiated or non

self-initiateri transfers. Declining enrolments and the perceived

inherent risks such as entrenchment in a less desirable position have

dampened enthusiasrn towards seeking transfers. As a result many

teachers are content ho retain their position, rvhich may promote

stagnation and indifference with a ross of personal viLality and

piquancy. Despite these hindrances all of the respondents saw dynamism

and enrichment stenrning from transfers, both for the individual and for
their school division as an entiLy.

Tn some casesr respondents advocated encouraging the school board

and senior administration to actively facitiltabe and encourage
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opportunities for transfer. They saw the benefits of the transfer

experiences far out weighing the detriments.

All respondents indicabed a definite interest, in examining the

completed study. As weIl, they were pleased to have had opportuniby Èo

share their transfer experiences, particularly if a grea[er

understanding and appreciation of transfer would be the result.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ANALYSTS OF fHE DATA

This chapter examines the data gathered via the interview, relaEing

them to the li[erature and concepts reviewed in the first three chapters

of this thesis"

ouring [he beginning stages of the study the main objective of Ehe

researcher was to focus analysis on the relaLionship be[ween the

outcomes and bo[h the antecedents to and the process of achieving Ehose

outcomes. Included was the examination of Ehe desirability and

appropriateness of [he outcomes, resulting from antecedent events and

interaction with the transfer process.

However, as the interviews proceeded, followed by a transcription

of the audio tapes and initial reading of the data, an increasing

awareness of the role of motivaLion with respect to the actual decisi'on

to seek a transfer and the initabion of the bransfer reguest became

apparent. This observation prompted explicit analysis of the

antecedents to transfer, particularly with respect Eo notivation, to

[he process and procedures associated with transfers and to bhe outcomes

resulting from the transfer experience.

Analysis of [he demographic <iata and the relationship of [his <iata

bo the transfer experience was not considered to be within the scope of

bhis study. However a cursory examination of age, sex and years of

experience of the transferees was undertaken to ascertain whether or not

bhere were any blatent influences on any aspect of [he transfer.

The data dirl not support any conclusion that age was directly or

indirectly a factor in any facet of the transfer experience. None of
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the respondents identifieri age as an influence. Transferees represented

a broad age range.

Sex was not an a¡rparent factor in any aspect of the transfer

experience. The sanple included ten fen-ra1e and three male teachers, but

no specific conclusions can be abtached to this ratio. It does take

into account tha! there are more female than male teachers in Ehe Fort

Garry School Division. Research has concluded that men tend to be more

achievement-oriented Ehan women' while women [end to be more

relationship-orienLed with respect bo establishing goals and striving

towards self-actualization. tJpon examination of the data, this studl¡

does not support the above contention.

Years of teaching experience seemed to have no direct impact, on the

transfer experience. It can be concluded that a teacher will not seek a

transfer until he/she had taught for several years. However, beyond

that simplistic conclusion, the da[a provided no clear indication of any

relationship beLween years of experience and a desire for bransfer. The

teaching experience of the teachers in Ehe sample ranged from one to

seventeen years.

A}flIECEDTXVIS TO TRÀNSFER

Decisions are inherenb in every career. Within the teaching

profession, decisions to transfer traditionally have been available to

those who want a change. With respect to changes in a career, Donalcl

Super (L9722L4) suggested t.haL changes in a career are dependent on
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factors such as:

(f) nthe nature and causes of vocational maturity and
its role in choice and adjustnent, (2) patterns in career
development, (3) life stages and process in vocational
development, and (4) the individual as the slmthesizer
of personal data, the inLerpreter of experience' and the
maker of decisions.rr

As a career evolves through one stage in life to another the inLerplay

of many variables affect the ultimate direction of the career.

The data confirmed Eha[ nnny reasons moLivate an individual [o seek

a transfer. An examination of these reasons suggested conrnonalities.

The reasons were grouped into four categories: (I) reasons derived

from the job perspective, (2) reasons derived from the personal

perspective, (3) reasons derived frcm the professional perspectiver and

(4) reasons contributing to job satisfaction and job dissatisfaction.

The first three categories, though not totally mutually exclusive, each

possessed distinctive characteristics which justify Eheir

categorization. The fourth category has distinctive elenents but also

overlaps the other three categories.

From the collective reasons motivating the respondents bo transfert

three typologies of transferees became evident. These typologies were

actually based on the nature and contenE of the reasons within bhe four

categories previously mentioned. The t.hree typolcgies were cief ined by

the sets of motivating reasons prontpting a transfer request. The

reasons were identified as motivation based on (1) strategy,

(2) desperation, and (3) personal,/professional objectives. The

motivational profiles of the transfer typologies appear in Table t5.
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Table 15

I{CrI'IVATTONAL PROFILES OF TRANSFER TYPOLOGIES

StraEegists

Those Who
nesperately
Need a Change

Those Seeking
Personal/
Professional
GroÀ¡/th

I

| -to maintain a similar teaching positon
| -to gain experience at the elenentary level
l -to work specifically in French Ïrnmersion
| -to retain a half- time posiLion
l-[o alleviate unhappiness with t,he administrat.ive
I style; had to try working under another
I administraEion
| -to gain experience [hat woulri enhance
I opportunities for administrative appointnents
| -to work at Ehe high school level
| -a rare opportunity became available that suited
I nry career objectives
l-t,o work in a larger school

| -frustrating Eeaching conditions
| -unable to continue in the sare situation
| -conflict(s) with colleague(s)
| -conflicts with administrative style and operation
I -unhappy wiEh t,eaching environment
| -high stress level
| -health in jeopardy
| -desire for a secure teaching position
| -ready to resign

| -Eo subrnit to a personal challenge
l -to gain experience at another grade level
l -to broaden existing experience
| -a change in physical environment
| -Eo experience and learn frcrn a different
I administrative style and opration
l -Eo get to knov¡ other colleagues
l-to get a position more corllrnensurate with my

I talents and interests
| -to work in a larger school setting
l-bo work with colleagues that I knc¡¡¿

l -to gain experience that might help in facilitating
I other appointments

The extent to which any group of reasons or any single reason

rnotivates a teacher to transfer is entirely an individual matter.

Although certain conrmonalities were evident, the moLivation of each
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transfer was unique from the others. However, in no case was it evident

that the reasons given by any respondent would place them exclusively

within one of the typologies. None were exclusively strabegically

planning to transferr none were exclusively desperate Lo transfer, and

none were transferring sole1y for personal and professional motives.

A schematic model, which appears in rigure 1, was developed to

illustrate t,he motivation profile of each respondent. Each transferee

is irlentified on the rnodel by an upper case letter and is graphically

represented by a concentric ring. A1l rings are equivalent, each being

composed of 360 degrees, regardless of the actual diameter of Ehe rings.
The smaller the ring, Ehe less intense the motivation Eo seek a

transfer. As the rings increase in diameter the greater the desire to
transfer. The shaded portion of each ring indicates the exten[ of the

desire for change aLtributed bo each t1poIogy. The posibion of bhe

shaded portion within each ring indicabes the extent to which the

elerents of Ehe respective tl4gorogies motivated the individual to
request a transfer.

vlhile specific data would have enabled a more precise measurement

of the impact of specific motivating factors and the development of a

scale modelr this schematic model presented a generalized appraisal of
the motivation of the transferees. No attempt was made to suggest

accurate measurement of strengths and relative weighLs of motivaLing

factors which are attrbuted [o each of bhe three tlpotogies.By imposing

the data on Ehe model, it is evident that no respondents a[tributed
their reasons to one typology. Five respondents expressed a desperation

to transfer from bheir position. However, some of hheir reasons also

reflected personal and professional motives for requesting the change.-
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F'lqure r

A Schematic Tllustrabion
of

qrpologies of Transferees

PERSONALT'PROFES S IONAL GRCtrftl

STRATEGIC MOVER

Notes:

DESPERATE

The tirpologies were determined by the reasons
stated as mot-ivators of the transfer request.

Each concenl*ric ring represents a teacher from the
sample, identified by an upper case leÈ.ter.

The increasing intensity of the desj.re to transfer
is shov¡n by each succeeding ring, conrnencinÇ \t'iì:h
the smal-Iest ring.
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The model illustrates the relative influence of each

characterization. Eight respondents were motivated bo seek a transfer

as a result of a combination of sLrabegic planning and

personal,/professional reasons. The model also illustrates the rela[ive

inrpact of each typology in motivating the <iecision. No respondents were

directed by a conrbination of strategic motives and desperation motives.

This reflects the differences of two teaching environments where in one

case the circumstances permitted strabegic planning while in the other,

circumstances creabed a feeling of desperation.

In the case of the respondents who were desperate to leave their

position, their decision was perhaps rationalized by suggestions that,

although they were adamant in wanting to leave their teaching position,

they revealed thaL there were also personal and professional reasons

explaining their desire to transfer. Recognibion bhat one is caught in

a desperate situa[ion does not result without feelings of inadequacy and

incompetence. In every instance the teacher had atLenpted to deal with

Uhe situation to Ehe best of hisÆer ability. Seeking a transfer became

the next logical step; for some [he only remaining Step. However, each

teacher recognized that a different teaching position could provide

professional enrichment. Within the educational fraternity, there

appears to exist the belief [haL it is more accepLable lo transfer on

the basis of personal and professional objeclives than on the basis of

strong discontent with a placement. Conceding to entraplent in a

desperate siluation may not be considered professionally appropriate by

many educators. Howeverr this perception was not expressed by any

respondents as a hindrance to their decision to request a transfer.
j
I
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The teachers who view the transfer as an integral step in career

planning strategy may have also down-played the primary motive by the

inclusion of personal and professional reasons supporting their ciecision

to transfer. Again, there is the belief that it is more acceptable in

Ehe educational comnunity to articulaLe personal anci professional

reasons to support decisions rather Ehat to focus on deliberaLe

strabegic maneuvering. To seek a transfer so1e1y as a strat,egic career

move often may be viewed as selfish and unpalatable to many in Ehe

profession as well as to t,hose ancillary to the educational conununity.

The decisions surrounding the reguest for a transfer' particularly

in the case of those who saw the bransfer as a strategic career move,

confirm the findings of Super (L972). Íhese teachers determined that

they had reached a point in Eheir life and in bheir career where a

transfer was appropriate.

A review of Ehe positive and negative cornments of the respondents

reveals that a teacher's decision to transfer is predicated on several

factors rather than a on single factor. Many of these factors reflect

job satisfaction as well as job dissatisfaction. Herzberg and

Associates (1959) categorized factors responsible for job satisfaction

or dissatisfact.ion, each of which may have varying degrees of relevance

to any particular individual. Sergiovanni's (f961) interest in the

research of Herzberg and Associates (1959) spawned a study of the mutual

exclusivity of satisfaction and dissat.isfaction factors and the source

of factors resulting in satisfaction and dissatisfaction in the careers

of teachers.

The analysis of the da[a indicates thab the decision to transfer is

primarily reached through personal motivation. This motivation is
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largely riependent on the level of job satisfaction associated with the

teaching position. The reasons given for requesting the transfer are

present in Herzberg and Associates'(1959) list of dissatisfiers. The

data also confirmed thab bhe reasons for dissatisfaction in most cases

arose from the environment of work as opposed bo [he work ilself. This

finding is also supported by Herzberg and AssociaLes'(1959) research and

is verified furEher by Thomas Sergiovanni's (1961) investigations.

NEGCI|IATING THE TRANSFER

The negotiation of a transfer in Ehe Fort Garry School nivision #5

appears to be an effective, efficient process. Although the

t,ransferees had various amounts of information about the process none of

them encountered overt difficulty in proceeding with their Eransfer

request.

An important consirieration during the negotiation of the transfer

is clear informative conìrilunication anongst all parties involved. lfeller

(f984) stressed the need for a team-oriented, sensitive approach. This

would help eliminate the frustration of not knowing what is happening to

a respective reguest. This awareness would accormnodate the sensi[ivity

of the transfer experience, especially for those teachers who find the

transfer a stressful sibuation.

Susan M. Johnson (1982) cautioned against the ncarte bfanchen use

of seniority as a primary means of granting transfer requests. She

identifies various ncostsn that coulcl have a detrimental effect on bhe

quality of education in a school division.

Some transferees took more initiative with the negotiabion of bheir

transfer. This includeci discussion with colleagues who had previously
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experienced transfer, discussion with colleagues at a potential

receiving school, inquiries as bo School Division procedures and

policies, visitation to other schools and the attachment of conditions

to the reguest. Although most teachers felt that the response t,o their

transfer request was totally out of [heir hands, it is important [hat

they exercise as much input as possible. Teachers are notoriously

complacent in self directing their career but very quick to criticize

and complain when their career relaLed concerns are apparently unheeded.

However, the teachers in this study vlere generally pleased wilh bhe

processing of Eheir transfer.

Emotions and the Transfer

Íhe severing of working relaLionships was difficult for almost alI

teachers due to bhe intensive people-orienLed atmosphere found within

schools.

The teachers who were des¡nrate to leave their teaching position

found t,hat [heir enotional attachment to the school inclur]ing the

memories and relationships was overshadowed by the need to vacate an

undesireable situation. FrustraLion with colleagues or with Ehe

principal had coloured t,he view of their current teaching assignment and

therefore the primary focus !'¡as on departure. Emotions of anticipa[ion

dominated emotions of apprehension in every situation. The respondents

were ready for a new challenge which !üas perceived with varying degrees

of eagerness. Once bhe granting of the transfer was announcedt

spiri[s were lifted and the individuals ware able to return to a more

stable, relaxed manner.
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A number of teachers experienced feelings of ambivalence about

their teaching position and the transfer reguest. Others reflected a

nonchalant, rather indifferent, attitude towards bheir departure from

the school" Those who viewed their transfer from a pragmatic

perspective minimized the emotional aspects of the ex¡ærience.

Within the school setting the ml lintenance of relationships of

various intensities always exists. These interactions may range from

the strictly professional to the very personal. The respondenLs having

essentially professional contact with fellow staff encountered a less

emotionally severing of Eies. Those with more personal links with staff
members, found the departure more discomforting. Several teachers

conmented tha[ they st,ill maintained Eheir contact with previous

colleagues. The strength of the relaLionships transcended the loss of

daily interaction in the school set[ing.

As bheir transfers were confirmed, al1 transferees expressed

excitement in an[icipation of Ehe experiences ahead.

Improving the Process

As could be expected, all the transferees acknov¡ledged that

although bheir transfer request had met with success, there was still
room for improvemen[ of the transfer process. Again, many of these

comments related bo a greater awareness of lhe procedures involveci, Eo

the value and inportance of transfer in a teacherrs career, and to a

greater need for fair and frank communication be[ween all the parties

involved. These findings were consistant with the research of Anderson

and l¡latson (1982).
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Very little criticism was levelled at ühe transfer process itself.
None of the respondents felt intimidated from applying for a transfer.

There were also several conrnents concerning the positive acceptance and

suppor[ive acknowledgement of Ehe transfer reguest by the principal and

bhe Assistant Superintendent.

Concerns were expressed about bhe way announcements were being

made. The importance and professional obligation of Ehe posbing of

positions rvas highlighted by several respondents. The availability of

this information allows all teachers to consider albernatives more

compatible with their career goals, talents, expertise and experience.

These posibions should be available not only to those who have applied

for a transfer but to all teachers so that they may consider the merits

of each iclentified position, and decide whether to request a transfer.

OUTCOMES OF lHE TRANSFER

Professional Deve lopnent

In considering whether their transfers constituted a professional

development experience, respondents espoused a number of opinions.

These connnents could be classified into four groups; (t) the bransfer

itself was professional developrnent, (2) the transfer opened up

professional development opportunities, (3) the transfer did not provide

professional development, and (4) indecision as to whether or not

t,ransfers related to professional develoçxnent.

Eight of bhe thirteen respondents affirmeri Ehe position that their

transfer provided oprofessional develognentn opporEunibies. In no case

did this involve formal programs such as post-secondary courses,
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inservice braining, or workshops. Tt was manifested in (I) developing

of new expertise, (2) acquiring of new skills related [o bheir teaching'

(3) facing new professional challenges due to changes in grade level or

subject area, and (4) teaching in a new physical seLting with different

staff anci administration. Deschanrp and Beck's (1979) study also

indicated bhab teachers soughL certain outcomes which would ameliorate

their position. One of these teachers indica[ed that she had undertaken

formal inservice sessions to prepare for a particular language program

EhaE she anticipated teaching at some future time. That goal was

abtained through the recenL transfer.

Tn the cases of each of the eight teachers who fel[ the transfer

had provided professional development opportunities none had

deliberately identified specific formal professional development

objectives as a motivation for initially seeking a transfer. Howeverr a

number of general goals were at least partially attained by each of

these respondents. A tist of these goals appears in Table 16.

Table 16

Professional Development Goals Attained by Transferees

-teaching in a more challenging seLting
-utilizing dominant skills
-acquiring new skills
-teaching a different grade level
-Eeaching a different subject
-increasing confidence through a varieEy of experience
-experimenting with new learning activities
-working in a different physical plant


